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The purpose of this study is to examine British public

reaction to the Chinese Revolution of 1911 as seen through

the public press. There was great interest shown in Britain

from the very day the revolution began. Special emphasis

was placed on the effects of the revolution on British

interests in China, the possible reprecussions it might have

on world affairs, and, of course, the situation in China

itself,’

The press provided coverage of the events occurring in

China with each part specializing in particular areas. The

daily newspapers, with correspondents in China, interviews

with knowledgable Britons, and a large number of leading

articles, reported the basic developments. The weekly news-

papers summarized these developments and provided in-depth

discussions of specific issues. Well-known journalists,

such as E. J. Dillon and Valentine Chirol, and China experts,

such as J. 0. P. Bland and Alfred Hippisley, contributed

articles to British magazines that covered many aspects of

the revolution in great detail.

The press displayed a consensus of opinion on most

issues. For example, there was virtual unanimity in their

opposition to foreign intervention in China, except as a



last extremity. Where disagreement occurred, it followed

along ideological lines. This was most noticeable con-

ceming the causes of the revolt, the idea of a republic,

and the Mongolian issue. The liberal newspapers believed

that the Manchus were to blame for the revolution, while

the conservative newspapers thought that the rebels had

started much of the trouble. The conservative press also

believed that the Chinese Revolution had little chance for

success. The liberal newspapers, while not enthusiastic,

felt that any form of government was an improvement over

Manchu depotisra.

The greatest conflict occurred over the Mongolian

issue. The conservative press supported Russia’s action

of making Mongolia a virtual protectorate on the grounds

that the Chinese had instigated the whole affair. The

liberal newspapers believed that the Mongolian issue was

but the latest example of Russian aggression. The Guardian,

in fact, went on to denounce the entire alliance system

that Britain had built-up in the last decade.

But if British public opinion as reported through the

press were divided on certain issues, it was as one in

agreeing that the rapid political and social transformation

brought about by the Chinese Revolution of 1911 was nothing

short of a tremendous upheaval whose implications would be

felt for generations.
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PREFACE

Historians have become increasingly concerned in recent

years with public opinion in its affects and effects on

events that influenced people's lives and their culture.

Many important events have already been studied in that

One event that has not received such treatment islight.

the Chinese Revolution of 1911. This subject was chosen

because of British interests in China in the mercantile

trade, especially textiles, in the commercial and carrying

trade services, and in the activities of the missionaries.

This study is an attempt to look at the Revolution as it

occurred and to see it through British eyes. This study

is limited almost entirely to the public press, for almost

all public commentary and opinion either emanated from or

was reported through that medium.

An attempt has been made in this paper to show British

public opinion and the form it took. The reporting in the

press would seem to indicate that public opinion was molded

by a combination of political ideology and a concern for

British interests both in China and throughout Asia.

Consensus of opinion was for law and order rather than for

civil conflict and military rule. This majority view was

expressed in spite of the fact that the British people

also believed that their country's interests in China were

not endangered by the Revolution.
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Controversy arose in the press over certain issues,

such as the causes of the Revolution, the Mongolian issue,

and the idea of a Chinese republic. In each instance,

opinion was divided along ideological lines. The conserv-

atives supported the Manchus, the Russians, and the monarchy,

while the liberals sympathized with the revolutionaries, the

Chinese over Mongolia, and, to some degree, the idea of a

republic.

In making this study of British public opinion on the

Chinese Revolution as seen through the press, a very repre-

sentative cross-section of the press has been utilized.

From reading the leading articles one could see differences

and similiarities of view, and what seemed to be great

knowledge or lack of knowledge of what was going on in

A part of all the above is inferred or mentioned

in the paper as it too played a part in molding public

opinion.

China.

I would like to thank Professors Robert J. Gowen,

Martin J. Kilcoyne, and Howard A. I. Sugg for their time

and helpful criticisms. A special word of thanks goes to

Betsy Quessenberry Griffin, my wife, who did so many things

to make this paper possible.
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CHAPTER I

FROM THE OUTBREAK AT WUCHANG TO THE

FALL OF HANKOW (10-30 OCTOBER 1911)
/

On October 10, 1911, Hsiung Ping-k'un, a sol-
dier of the Engineering 3attalion of the New Army
stationed in Vu-ch'ang, shot and killed his comman-
der, T’ao Ch’i-sheng. This was the first shot of
the Revolution. The whole Battalion rose in revolt.
In 48 days, it spread to fourteen provinces. In 81
days, the Chinese Republic was established and Dr.
Sun Yat-sen was elected the provisional president.
Forty-two days later, the Manchu Emperor issued an
edict abdicating his throne, thus marking the end
of two hundred and sixty-seven years of Manchu rule
as well as the end of the system of monarchy in
China. Following the Manchu abdication, Dr. Sun
gave up the presidency in favor of Yuan Shih-k’ai,
a position Dr. Sun had acquired after more than
twenty years of revolutionary effort.^

C. T. Liang’s short and to-the-point description of the events

comprising the Chinese Revolution showed both the suddenness

with which the revolt began and the quickness with which it

succeeded. The British press realized the formidable nature

of the revolt from the very day it began. They agreed that

the revolution was directed against the Manchus, but that was

the extent of their agreement. An example v/ould be the dis-

cussion over what causes had precipitated this tremendous

upheaval. Disagreement among the press, in this regard, was

one of degree, rather than over any basic difference.

The London Standard (17 October 1911) stated that neither

the Manchus nor the revolutionaries were to blame for the

present conflict. The issue was not whether reform should

^■Chin Ting Liang, The Chinese Revolution of 1911 (New
York, 1962), p. 3 (Hereinafter referred to as Liang;.
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take place, but how such reform should come about,

believed that slow reform through the monarchical system was

The more radical reformers, on the

other hand, felt that drastic westernization of the entire

The Manchus

the best road to take.

social structure was necessary if China was once again to

become an independent nation. Thus, the newspaper saw a con-

flict between two legitimate points of view that differed over

method rather than over any far-reaching principle. Without

taking sides, the London Standard lamented that this conflict

of ideas, which had been going on for two decades, had once

again broken out into open warfare.

The Daily Mail (13 October 1911) said much the same thing.

The Chinese reformers, stirred into activity by the war with

Japan in the 1890*s, felt that their country was stagnating

under Manchu rule. Again, like the London Standard, the Daily

Mail agreed that both sides in the conflict understood the

necessity of reform. It added, however, that disagreement

was not so much over how to reform as it was under what form

of government such reform should be carried out. The Manchus,

representing absolutism, and the revolutionaries, representing

This, the Daily

Unfortunately, it

constitutionalism, were politically opposed.

Mail felt, was the crux of the problem,

failed to say whether this favorable feeling towards consti-

tutionalism in the country was aimed at the Manchus directly,

or was an outgrowth of the move for more provincial autonomy.

The Westminster Gazette (14 October 1911)» unlike the

two newspapers already cited, felt that the total blame for
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the revolution lay on the shoulders of the Manchus. The

reason for this condemnation was the manner in which the

government carried out reform, rather than the lack of it.

The newspaper stated thati

The Manchus have prided themselves on being a
reform government, they have produced results
of no small importance, but the problem is that
the impetus of reform is coming from outside of
the government.

The Manc.hus were only reacting to these demands. For example,

the government's new policy of "China for the Chinese" was

the result of the growth of Chinese nationalism. But in

pursuing such a policy, the government dismissed foreign

advisors and replaced them with only half-trained Chinese.

The problem became worse when the Manchus alienated the very

groups they wanted to placate. Although it was doubtful

whether the students could ever have been won over, the news-

paper believed that the politicans on the local level and the

military should have been. Any time the military showed signs

of disaffection they were disarmed by the government, and

demands for more local autonomy were, almost without exception,

abruptly and harshly rejected. The Westminster Gazette felt

that the problem was caused by the unwillingness of the Manchus,

unlike their Japanese counterparts of half a century earlier,

to place themselves at the head of a program of national

regeneration.

The (Manchester) Guardian (18 October 1911) felt that
Thistrouble had been "maturing" in China for many years.
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was due to the demands of the Cantonese reformers, who said

that China, in order to survive, must emulate the advances

of Japan. The newspaper, however, was more interested in what

had brought on the present upheaval. Such factors, as oppo-

sition to the governments policy of centralizing railroad

operation and the failure to pay the army for many months,

were considered extremely important. It believed that the

decisive cause of the present revolt was the apparent unity

of the secret societies. These groups had been active in

Chinese politics for many decades, but only in recent months

had there been rumors that their leaders had agreed to unite.

The Guardian believed these rumors to be true, because the

early revolutionary successes seemed to show that the revolt

had been very carefully prepared.

The Daily Telegraph (13 October 1911), claiming to know

"little or nothing of the causes" went on to say that "we

do know one thing, and that is that widespread and not alto-

gether unreasonable discontent with the present regime exists

all over China." It also felt that this discontent arose

from three factors 1 the “crude ideas of liberty" picked up

by students in Japan, the recent flood and famine in the

Yangtze Valley, and general disenchantment with the government.

The Daily Chronicle (16 October 1911) took a harsher

line towards the Manchus. Claiming that the government had

never carried out promised reforms, it stated that the revolt

was caused by "moderate reformers who have reached the con-

elusion that to preserve the old order means only slow ruin.
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Certainly the rising of a proud people against a decadent

race is reason enough." The Daily Chronicle (18 October

1911) also saw the revolt as perhaps the beginning of a Pan-

Asian movement engineered by Japan. The editor felt that if

the present revolt was part of such a movement, it could mean

the end of European domination in that part of the world.

Such a happening it looked upon without dismay.

The Morning Post (27 October 19H) saw the events in

China in a different light. It felt that the tremendous

growth of nationalism in recent years was the cause. Keeping

this fact in mind, it claimed that foreign nations, in gen-

eral, and Britain, in particular, had made matters worse.

H. A. Gwynee,2 the editor, stated that "it is unbelievable

and inexcusable that after Boxer the Powers allowed the Man-

chus to return without substantive reform." Gwynee went on

to say that national unity had grown since the Boxer Rebellion,

but this had been turned against the Manchus by the radical,

reformers,- because those in power would deal only with the

problems forced upon them.

The Times (12 October 1911). of all the national dailies,

gave the most balanced account of the reasons behind the

revolt. Internal and diplomatic events as well as long range

and immediate causes all had their place. But Valentine

2Gwynee was editor of the Morning Post from 1870 until
1920.
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Chirol, the foreign editor,3 had his own opinion on why such

a serious outbreak should occur at that particular time.

Chirol stated that, despite the summoning of the National

Assembly (Tsuchen Yuen) and the introduction of Europeanized

bureaucracy in some parts of the administration, the root

problem, corruption and bribery, remained. People became

incensed about it, as it seemed to be worse than ever, because

the present political situation was so unstable. This insta-

bility was the result of the transition China was undergoing

from absolutism to a very limited form of constitutional

government. A full parliament was to meet in 1914, and, in

the meantime, a kind of provisional legislature was to act

in its stead. From this point, Chirol went on to say that

the misery from the recent flood and the resultant famine

in the Yangtze Valley could well have increased the masses*

impatience and made them listen all the more to the radical

reformers. In short, no one knew what their position would

be in the "new" China, and many were impatient to find out.

The temptation to make an analogy between the China of 1911

and the France of 1?89 was too much for Chirol to pass up.

Between the lines, one could not fail to note his hope that

China v/ould not share the same fate of a Europe which had

been in convulsion for an entire generation.

The opinion of the provincial newspapers was, for the

most part, merely the repetition of the national dailies.

3valentine Chirol was the Director of the Foreign Depart-
ment of The Times from 1899 until his retirement in 1912.
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The Liverpool Daily Post (14 October 1911) stated that the

revolution was caused by the well-planned efforts of a small,

revolutionary &lite. The newspaper added that the Manchus

had made the situation worse by delaying the calling of a

parliament. In ether words, the Manchus could handle the

revolutionaries if they were willing to use all the resources

at their command. The Birmingham Weekly Post (28 October

1911) and the Edinburgh Weekly Scotsman (21 October 1911)

agreed that China was finally awakening from its slumber, and

they blamed the Manchus for holding the country back. The

Glasgow Herald (29 October 1911)» hov/ever, saw the situation

differently. It blamed the young, fanatic students and dis-

contented journalists for making China's problems seem so

much worse than they really were. This contention was streng-

thened in an interview on October 23 with Samuel R. Clarke, a

missionary, who had just returned from China after thirty

years of work. Clarke claimed that inflation had caused

great discontent, and the radicals had taken advantage of this

situation to start an armed conflict.

The national weeklies covered much the same ground as

Lloyd's Weekly News (15 Octoberhad their daily counterparts.

1911) saw the revolt as the only method by which the Chinese

reformers could voice their demands. It believed the revolt

could well have been prevented if the Manchus had set up

representative institutions. The Saturday Review (21 October

1911) felt much the same way. The lack of representative
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institutions, a bad harvest, heavy taxation, and an educated

minority disgusted by corruption were exactly the conditions

necessary for a successful rebellion.

In commenting on the events that brought about the con-

flict, the Spectator (21 October 1911) stated*

There seems to be little doubt about the nature
of the revolt in China. It is no provincial
rising on behalf of local grievances, but the
final blossoming into deed of an unrest and dis-
content which has been growing for a generation.

The Spectator noted with particular importance the fact that

the educated people in northern China had joined with those

to the south, and that only this revolutionary movement had a

"genuine spirit of reform and a national ideal behind it."

The Nation (14 October 1911) stated that no serious revo-

lution could begin without the support of the educated class.

Yet it felt that the outbreak was of such a serious nature,

not because of growing revolutionary strength, but because the

Manchus were becoming weaker, Manchu prestige had long been

shaken by foreign invasion and military defeat, while modern

warfare had stripped them of their monopoly of military

An interesting sidelight of the Nation’s coveragestrength.

of the Chinese Revolution came out of a series of letters

from a British resident at Cheng-tu, the capital of Szechuan

Known only as "Cuthlac," he gave the magazine’sprovince.

readers a penetrating insight into the events of the revolution
His firstfrom one of the more remote provinces of the empire,

letter (27 January 1912) described the outbreak of the revolution
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in Szechuan. Especially interesting was "Guthlac's" account

of a split in the local revolutionary party. The merchant

class was unwilling to resort to violent means to gain reform,

but both the students and the soldiers favored such a course.

This incident in Szechuan showed that the revolt there was

started by the same groups that precipitated the revolt at

Wuchang. According to Liang, the soldiers and the students

were the two groups that always made up the vanguard of any

revolutionary movement in China during this period.^ The

events both at Wuchang and at Szechuan served to bolster the

Nation*s theory that the revolution came about more because

of growing Manchu weakness than revolutionary strength, for

clearly the revolutionaries had gained few new adherents.

The Economist (21 October 1911), like the Nation, did

not see any specific event causing a revolution at that par-

Anti-dynastic feeling was nothing new, as it

had existed as far back as the Taiping Rebellion in the 1850's

and 1860's.

ticular time.

The movement against the Manchus had been revived

after China's collapse in the war with Japan in 1894.

government had been able to use anti-foreign feeling during

the Boxer movement, but this success proved to be short-lived.

The

A more recent innovation was the strong feeling in favor of

reform that existed in all parts of the empire,

reform had begun, but the radicals did not believe this program

True, some

^Liang, p. 5«
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would last. There were other issues as well, but, above all

according to the Economist (7 October 1911), it was "a question

of the Central Government against the provinces, of the point

where local Government begins and Imperial control ends."

Conflict between the central government and the provinces

was certainly nothing new in China. That it involved the

railroads was the difference. Whatever group controlled this

important new system of transportation would have enormous

political and economic power. The problem became especially

inflamed in Szechuan, because the central government tried to

take control from an already established local group. Thus,

the Economist (21 October 1911) came to the conclusion that

the revolution was a political struggle with deep economic

overtones.

The monthly and quarterly journals looked at events as

emanating from long range rather than from immediate causes.

J. 0. P, Bland,^ the noted China expert writing for The

national Review, stated that the Chinese people had become

so frustrated, because of the lack of reform, that any chance

incident would set the whole country in flames.^
of Reviews agreed when it contended that the revolt was caused

The Review

5<John Otway Percy Bland was The Tines* correspondent both
at Shanghai (1897-1907) and at Peking (1907-1910). After 1910
he returned to England and wrote articles for many journals.

^J. 0. P. Bland, "Young China," The National Review.
LIX (February 1912), p. 80 (Hereinafter referred to as
Bland).
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by envy of Japan's success and anger at the failure of the

central government to do the same for China.^
v/riting for The Fortnightly, saw the

revolution only as a racial war between the Manchus and the

Chinese.

8J. Ellis Barker,

Modern industries and railways would have increased
the national prosperity, but as both would have
increased the power and cohesion of the people, the
introduction of both was forbidden.

Barker went on to state that,

To the Manchus a disastrous war was a smaller calam-
ity than the existence of a national army which
might overthrow them (the Manchus). So the Chinese
array was neglected, and the country was humiliated
and despoiled by all nations.9

In the December issue, A. R. Colquhoun had much the same to

say.'1*0 Taken together, Barker and Colquhoun provided the

harshest condemnation of Manchu rule that appeared in the

British press.
11

7„ The Revolution in China and Its Reputed Guiding Spirit!
Dr. Sun Yat-sen," The Review of Reviews. XLIV (November 1911),
pp. 462-3 (Hereinafter referred to as The Review of Reviews.
November 1911).

O

J. Ellis Barker v/as both a journalist and an author who,
from 1900, urged Britain to prepare for a war with Germany.

^J. Ellis Barker, "Dr. Sun Yat Sen and the Chinese Revo-
lution," The Fortnightly. XCVI (November 19H)» p. ?82 (Here-
inafter referred to as Barker).

^Archibald Ross Colquhoun was a correspondent for The
Times in all parts of the world, between 1880 and 1900. He
spent most of"his time in the Far East. After returning to
England, Colquhoun became a leading writer for British,
American, and German journals.

^Archibald R. Colquhoun, "China-A Republic?" The Fort-
nightly, XCVI (December 1911)» p. 1037 (Hereinafter referred
to as Colquhoun).
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The Contemporary Review gave a more balanced account.

Arthur Diosy claimed that only the ignorant masses were moti-
12

vated by racial hatred. The revolutionary leaders only

wanted a government strong enough to end foreign domination

of their country. Diosy felt that by 1911f these nationalists

had given up all hope that the Manchus could provide the

strength necessary for such a task. An important factor in

reaching this conclusion was the tremendous effect of yellow

Japan's victory over white Russia in 1905. Di6sy claimed

that this effect in no way should be minimized. If Japan

possessed the resources to defeat a European power, the Chinese

felt that their country should at least be able to end foreign

domination,^
The Contemporary Review E. J. Dillon,

In his monthly article on foreign affairs for
14

writing in December

1911, provided the deepest and most far-reaching discussion

of the causes of the revolution. After reviewing the multi-

tudinous causes mentioned by one publication or another,

Dillon stated that the revolution could not be attributed to

^Arthur Diosy wrote many works on Asia, most of which
were on Japan. He was a long-time advocate of the Anglo-
Japanese alliance.

■^Arthur Dr6sy, "The Chinese Revolution," The Contemn-
orarv Review. C (November 19H)» P* 706 (Hereinafter referred
to as Di'osyj.

l^For many years E, J. Dillon was a correspondent both
in Europe and in China for the Daily Telegraph* After 1900,
he returned to England and wrote on foreign affairs for many
journals.
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^ Yet by March

1912, Dillon felt that he could not escape the conclusion that

the greatest cause of the revolt was the impotence of the old

regime in protecting the country from foreign domination.1^
Thus Dillon’s conclusion strengthened Diosy's contention

regarding Manchu weakness.

Taking all these newspapers and journals together, it is

apparent that there was a great deal of general agreement on

what caused the Chinese Revolution. Most of the differences

that existed were over the relative importance of the various

factors. There was much talk in the British press of the in-

ability of the West to understand the "inscrutable" East,

yet the various newspapers and journals appear to have done

a credible job in discussing the causes of the revolution.

An author writing a new history of the revolution would be

hard put to find a point of view not already covered, in some

degree, by the British press.

The press was also concerned from the very beginning

as to how formidable the revolt might prove to be. All pub-

lications agreed that it was serious. The first warning of

a possible outbreak in the Hankow-Wuchang area came from the

any one political, social, or personal force.

•^E. j. Dillon, "Foreign Affairs," The Contemporary
Reviev.’. C (December 1911), p. 874 (Hereinafter referred to
as Dillon, December 1911)•

^E, J. Dillon, "Foreign Affairs," The Contemporary
Review. Cl (March 1912), p. 430 (Hereinafter referred to as
Dillon, March 1912).
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Economist: of October 7. It stated that the people of Kupeh

province were only awaiting the outcome of the disorders in

Szechuan to rise in revolt. This statement was the only pre-

diction made before the revolution actually broke out. The

London Stend.end of October 12 was the first newspaper to note

the seriousness of the revolt when it stated that the present

upheaval was "the first instance of the complete overthrow

of governmental authority in any provincial capital since

the Taiping rebellion." The Daily Telegraph devoted a great

deal of space to a discussion on the seriousness of the

revolt. On October 14 it stated that the revolution had

/

"already attained dimensions far beyond the existing resources

of the Government to surpress." By October 20, the newspaper

remarked that "the present crisis proves in one week to be

more important than all the Boxerism of 1900." But during

the first week of the fighting, while other newspapers were

reporting the great spread of the revolt, the Guardian (13

October 1911) injected a note of warning. Although agreeing

that the rising was serious, it cautioned its readers to

remember that the Manchus had been able to endure much in

the past.

During the first week to ten days of the rising, the revo-

lutionaries in Wuhan had made a splendid start,

rest of October the movement seemed to be grinding to a halt.

C, T. Liang explained that this inactivity showed that the

radicals in the other provinces were awaiting the outcome of

But for the
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17events in Kupeh province before committing themselves.

There were many rumors and theories circulating through the

press as to why the revolt had not spread. The Daily Mail

(25 October 1911) and the Guardian (17 October 1911) agreed

that thej' had overestimated the revolutionaries' strength,

while the London Standard (13 October 1911) thought that the

revolt was spreading, but the government was doing an excellent

The Economist (11 November 1911)job of covering up the news,

saw the issue in a different light, when it stated that the

Wuchang revolt could possibly be a diversion for a larger

rising in northern China. The need for the revolution to

spread in order to ensure its success was pointed oux Dy the

Morning Post (17 October 1911).

a Manchu victory was a certainty,

October 1911) and the Spectator (21 October 1911) backed this

contention, while The Times (19 October 1911) stated thati

"The only solid hope of success they /the revolutionaries/
could have would be as leaders of a national revolution,"

There was some controversy over this issue among The

Times' correspondents in China. ’While the reporters at Shanghai

and Tientsin reported that the revolt was not spreading, the
1 R

reporter in Hankow said that it was. "

If the revolt were localized,

The Saturday Review (21

It proved to be quite

17Liang, p. 20.
IQ

The reports from Shanghai and Tientsin were published
on 21 October 1911» while the Hankow report was printed on
23 October 1911*
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an embarrasing matter for the newspaper, because it appears

that each correspondent was depending solely on local Chinese

leaders for their sources. The problem was cleared up by
19

report from Peking (23 October 1911) that

the revolt soon would start to spread again. Morrison was the

only correspondent who saw this inactivity as merely the

result of the rebel adherents in other cities awaiting the

outcome at Wuchang. In any case, by the end of the month the

revolution was once again gaining new support. But as The

Times (20 October 1911) pointed out the Manchus had gained

valuable time and in so doing might now crush the rebellion

at its center. How far and how quickly the revolution spread

was but one determinant in judging how serious the revolt was.

Another was in deciding if the revolts in Szechuan and at

Wuchang were in any way connected.

There was some controversy as to the connection between

the two revolts. Similar causes affected by differing local

situations made it very difficult to judge. The Economist (14

October 1911) stated that those behind the two revolts were

"undoubtedly acting in concert," but it offered no proof of

its contention. The Guardian (13 October 1911) pointed out

that the revolt in Szechuan started because of economic reasons,

George Morrison's

^George Morrison was, without doubt, the most well-
known and respected correspondent in China. He served in
the Far East for The Times from 1895 until 1912. After
the revolution Morrison was the Political Advisor to the
President of the Chinese Republic.
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and the one at Hankow broke out because of political reasons.

But it went on to state that "in the absence of concrete infor-

mation, there are too many coincidences not to believe that the

revolts are connected." The Guardian (17 October 1911) felt

that the presence of Siao Siang, vice-president of the Szechuan

assembly, at Wuchang the day before the revolt was very suspic-

ious. The Daily Chronicle's (16 October 1911) belief in the

possibility of a conspiracy served to back-up this contention.

The fact that half of the troops stationed in the Hankow-

Wuchang area were sent to Cheng-tu led that paper to the

conclusion that the Szechuan revolt was only a decoy. Those

newspapers that did not believe the two revolts to bo con-

nected used the argument that Szechuan was too isolated and

that the causes there were too localized to have any connection

with Wuchang.20 Alfred Hippisley21 stated that Szechuan

"was at first regarded as the real origin of the revolution,

though it is now known to have had no connexion with it.

It is interesting to note that with the exception of Hippisley's

,,22

20"Revolution in China," Daily Telegraph. 16 October
1911, p. 11} "The Student Problem of China," Nation. X (28
October 1911), pp. 164-5} Henry Blake, "Will China Break
Up?" The Nineteenth Century. LXX (December 1911), p» 1105
(Hereinafter referred to as Blake).

^Alfred Hippisley had long-time experience in Chinese
affairs. He was instrumental in the events that led to the
American "Open Door" letters at the turn of the century.

^Alfred E. Hippisley, Proceedings of the Central Asian
Society -- The Chinese Revolution. Present Conditions and
Future Outlook. 24 April 1912, p. 5~THereinai'ter referred to
as Hippisley).
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statement, discussion of this issue virtually ceased after the

first few weeks of the revolution as it no longer mattered.

But as The Times (19 October 1911) put it, "whether there was

any connexion originally between the disaffected there and in

Hupeh the two movements must now assist each other."

The third determinant of the seriousness of the rebellion

was whether the revolt was organized and what groups and leaders

were behind it. The quick success of the revolutionaries

in capturing the Wuhan cities (Hankow, Hanyang, and Wuchang)
convinced the press that the movement was well organized. The

Morning Post (14 October 1911) thought it noteworthy that the

rebellion appeared to be so well organized despite the fact

that it was a premature rising.The Economist (11 November

1911) believed that the ultimate outcome of the revolt would

depend on how organized the rebels were. It agreed with the

Morning Post that the revolt was premature, but despite that

fact, the revolutionaries were more organized than they had

ever been before. But the Saturday Review (21 October 1911)

struck a discordant note by stating that since the revolution

was not spreading, perhaps the rebels were not as well organized

as the press had previously believed.
There was no disagreement as to what groups supported

the revolution. The students, the army, and, in general,

2^An accidental bomb explosion in the basement of the
revolutionary headquarters at Hankow had led to the police
discovery of the list of the local conspirators. Many of
the military were involved, and they were forced to act in
order to prevent arrest.
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the educated classes were the main bulwarks. As in previous

revolutions, however, there was immense difficulty in gaining

The rich could not be convinced that war wasneeded funds.

necessary, and this revolt proved to be no different in that

respect. It was rumored during the first few days of the

revolution that every reformer who had played a role in Chinese

politics in the last fifteen years was the leader of the

But it soon became apparent that Li Yuan-hung,

the local military commander, and Dr. Sun Yat-sen, the eternal

revolutionary, were probably the most responsible.

Both Llovd* s Weekly News (22 October 1911) and the Daily

Chronicle (28 October 1911) thought it quite strange that Li

had become such an important leader. It was generally believed

that Li had ordered the execution of the three men captured at

revolutionary headquarters in Hankov; the day before the revolt

began and had joined the revolution only when his men threatened

to blow him up. The Economist (11 November 1911) strongly

disagreed with this view. The fact that Li had recently visited

Peking and Tientsin made it seem to the Economist as if he

25insurgents.

2^E. J. Dillon, "Foreign Affairs," The. Contemporary
Review, C (February 1912), p. 277 (Hereinafter referred to
as Dillon, February 1912).

25These rumors went to such lengths that even Kang Yu-
wei, a leader of the reform movement in 1898, was suggested
as the leader. See the Nation (21 October 1911)* D, J,
Dillon, v/riting in The Contemporary Review, made such an
inference in December 1911.
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26
were completing preparations for a rebellion.

(21 October 1911) seemed to give a more reasonable explanation

of Li's leadership when it stated that he was chosen by the

revolutionaries, because he was a good leader who could control

the local troops. On October 23 Morrison reported from Peking

that Li was the most able leader of the revolution, and that

even his opponents had nothing but good to say of him. The

Daily Telegraph (16 October 1911) believed, in fact, that Li

had replaced Sun as "the prime mover of the revolution," The

editor seemed to be quite proud of himself, because he claimed

all along that a military man would come to the forefront

in the revolutionary camp. But if many newspapers saw Li

as the new leader of the revolution, most of the press still

believed that Sun remained on top.

Sun was in the United States, in Denver, when the revo-

lution broke out so he was obviously caught unaware. But as

A. R. Colquhoun put iti "Although many people are now wise

after the event, the truth about the Chinese Revolution is

that it has surprised even the best informed and probably

One thing had become clear how-

ever. If Sun initiated the movement, it was obvious that it
23

could get along without him, E.

The Spectator

i.27the reformers themselves.

J. Dillon, writing in The

26 I have found no evidence to suggest that the Economist,
published in November, had any more information at its
disposal than other newspapers published in October.

27Colquhoun, p. 1032,
28
Leading Untitled Article, Daily Telegraph. 18 October

1911, P. 10.
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Contemporary Review, and the Guardian (19 October 1911) agreed

that Sun had little influence on events.^ 3u-£ with the

exception of these two publications and the ones who regarded

Li as the new leader, the rest of the British press still

considered Sun as the head of the revolutionary movement.

Sun generally received a good press in Britain. At vari-

ous times he was described as the Garibaldi, Rousseau, or

Mazzini of the revolution. Lloyd's Weekly News (15 October

1911) thought Sun's popularity v/as due to the fact that he

represented "the spirit of romance and adventure now dead."

Arthur Diosy, on the other hand, felt Sun's Christianity was

a factor of no small importance.^° This is not to say that

everyone regarded Sun as an unselfish patriot and hero. The

Glasgow Herald (14 October 1911) labelled him an extremist,

while the most biting criticism came from Alfred Hippisley

who described Sun as a "hare-brained revolutionist."^1 If

some believed Sun was no longer as important and others dis-

liked him, at least the 3ritish press agreed in one respect,

they all took him seriously.

So far, three determinants have been covered in evalu-

ating the seriousness of the revolt at Wuchang> the rapidity

of the spread of the revolt, the connection between Szechuan

/
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29Dillon, March 1912, p. 430.

-^°Diosy, p. 711.

-^Hippisley, p. 11.

^2The Review of Reviews. November 1911, p. 457.
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and Wuhan, and the effectiveness of the revolutionary organi-

zation and leaders. It will now be necessary to study the

military situation facing both sides, as reported in the

British press, in order to understand the reasoning behind

what it thought would be the ultimate outcome-

The revolt that broke out in the Wuhan cities in central

China was serious for its strategic importance alone. The

three cities of Wuchang, Hankow, and Hanyang were separated

from one another only by the Yangtze River and a tributary.

Wuchang was the capital of Hupeh province, Hankow was an

important center for foreign trade, and Hanyang was rapidly

becoming an industrialized city. Their location, astride the

Yangtze and under the control of the revolutionaries, would

prevent the Imperial forces from going farther up-river into

Szechuan. Hankow was also the central terminus of the rail-

road that would eventually link Peking with southern China.33
The fall of Hanyang, however, was the greatest boon to

the revolution. As Dillon put it, the Manchus had always
'ih,

survived, because they alone had the financial resources.-'

With the fall of the city the local treasury was now in rebel

hands, and the Daily Telegraph (16 October 1911) stated that

this money "will pave the way to the capitulation of other

places, for a Chinese city was never yet impregnable into

which a muleload of silver could be driven." More important

j

^Barker, p. 778.

3^Dillon, December 1911. P* 877.
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was the seizure of a large arsenal also located in Hanyang.

V7ith both money and arms, the revolutionaries were in a strong

The Guardian (13 October 1911) believed that,

overall, it was an ideal place to begin a revolt. The rebels

were secure to the west (Szechuan), and it was an excellent

base from which to work from into the sympathetic areas to

the east and south.

All was not right with the revolutionary position, how-

ever. The Times* military correspondent, Colonel Charles

stated that the Chinese military had carefully

studied the problem of meeting an enemy force on the Yangtze

River. Fifty thousand troops could be concentrated there in

twenty-five days along with provincial armies from five prov-

inces. Another problem for the revolutionaries was the Peking-

Hankow Railroad which would enable the government to strike

quickly before other areas could rise up and send help.

Repington stated that the charge by some newspapers that the

railroad was run by corrupt and untrained officials was a

lie. He admitted that the railroad was only a single line,

but, according to Repington, it was superbly run by a Franco-

Belgian team that could put 24,000 troops at Hankow in ten

days.-^ It would appear that the revolutionaries would have

35position.

36Repington,

35«The ’Young China* Party," Morning Post. 13 October
1911, P. 7.

36Repington had been the military correspondent for
The Times since 1905*

37charles Repington, "The Military Situation," The Times
(London), 18 October 1911, p. 8.
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to strike quickly if they were to succeed. But whether the

modem-drilled Chinese army would remain loyal or not remained

a perplexing problem.

The modem-drilled troops in the Wuhan area had revolted,

and much of the British press felt that their northern counter-

parts would do the same when they reached the revolutionary

area. The Daily Mail (1? October 1911) seemed to represent

British opinion when it stated that whichever side controlled

the army converging on Hankow would win the war. Dr. James

Cantile, a close friend of Dr. Sun, stated in an interview

with the London Standard on October 14, that at least two-

thirds of the 180,000 modem-drilled troops were disloyal

to the dynasty. No one seemed willing to dispute this figure,

but there were various theories on why this situation existed.

The Liverpool Daily Post (14 October 1911) and J. Ellis Barker,

agreed that "seditious ideas" spread by European and Japanese
^ The Times (13 October

1911) said much the same thing, but went on to state that by

advisors had permeated the new army.

stationing troops in their home provinces the government had

Later, The Times (21 October 1911) statedmade things worse,

that the Manchus, who had themselves taken power by force of

arms, were sorely lacking in the new army,

cent of the officer corps were Manchus.

(13 October 1911) added that the government could not really

expect the troops to remain loyal, because some of them had

Only three per

The London Standard

^Barker, p. 781.
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not been paid in over a year. The appointment of Yuan Shih-

to the post of viceroy of Wuchang led to the specu-

lation that perhaps revolutionary control of the army was

not a certainty after all, for Yuan was the man who originally
4o

commanded the new army.

(16 October 1911) pointed out, that after three years of forced

retirement, Yuan might no longer have the army's loyalty,

army remained loyal to him, however, and besides the statement

; 39k'ai

/

It was also felt, as The Times

The

of the Daily Telegraph (19 October 1911) that "the troops kept

to their colours by promise of loot," no nev/spaper bothered

to wonder why. If 3ritish opinion believed that the army

would prove to be disloyal, they also agreed that the navy

hi
would not defect. Predictions by the 3ritish press proved

to be right on other issues, but in military matters their

experts missed the boat completely. It would appear that

lack of information was the reason more than anything else.

George Morrison's article on the formation of the army was
42

the only one printed by any newspaper on the subject.

There was a great deal of commentary on the October

military campaign around Hankow. Several skirmishes were

-^Yuan's background will be covered in Chapter II.

^"China's Famous Victory," Daily Telegraph. 17 October
1911, p. 11? Charles Repington, "The Military Situation,"
The Times (London), 13 October 1911, p» 8.

^"Chinese Revolution," Liverpool Daily Post. 14 October
"The Fighting at Hankow," The Times (London),1911, p. 6;

21 October 19H» P* 8.
42This article was written in September 1911 and was

printed on 21 October 1911.
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fought during the month with the revolutionaries holding their

own. Space does not permit study of British opinion as the

campaign progressed. However, the newspapers played up each

small encounter as a significant turning point in the con-

flict. The press, itself, realized that it was building up

these events out of all proportion to their real signifigance.

The Daily Telegraph (18 October 1911) expressed this feeling

best when it offered the explanation that*

Europe knows very little about the present inter-
nal condition of China, although it fears much.
In our ignorance every chance item of news gains
an importance which it is difficult sometimes to
justify.

There was one interesting event in regards to the British

press in this matter. On October 20, George Morrison left

Peking to report the military campaign from the Imperial

side. Morrison and several British military attaches, who

accompanied him, were stopped by government officials and

ordered to return to Peking. The official excuse was that

the government could not promise the foreigners protection.

The Times (23 October 1911), however, saw the matter in a

different light. "It may reasonably be suspected that the

real reason why they were turned back was the reluctance of

the Government to have the truth . . . disclosed to impar-

tial eyes." It was felt that the government's position in

the Yangtze Valley was precarious and that a serious set-

back to the government could soon be expected. Thus great

was the surprise when at the end of October the revolutionaries

/
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were driven out of Hankow. Yet by this time the press had

become so convinced that the revolutionaries would win in

this area that only the Morning Post (31 October 1911) saw

the government victory as in any way decisive. Morrison, on

the other hand, described it as "a paper victory,”

assessment was generally accepted. The Guardian (31 October

1911) believed that the rebels’ position at Hankow was very

weak militarily, and that they had actually strengthened

themselves by moving into more defensiole positions across

the river at Wuchang. The Daily Mail (31 October 1911)

carried this point further by saying that a long and narrow

supply line made the government's position quite precarious,

for there was the always present danger that the line would

be cut. Thus, the recapture of Hankow was looked upon as

only a temporary set-back for the rebels.

There was much speculation during October as to whether

the revolution would succeed or not. As previously stated,

the rebel defeat at Hankow did little to change the opinions

of the British editors, but this in no way meant that they

felt that a rebel success was assured. Such newspapers as

the Daily Telegraph (17 October 1911) and the Glasgow Herald

(26 October 1911) felt that they did not have enough infor-

mation to venture an opinion. Those newspapers and journals

that made a prediction were fairly evenly divided. The Daily

Chronicle (16 October 1911) confidently stated that "the

j

43 and this

^George Morrison, "The Chinese Army and the Court,"
The Tines (London), 30 October 1911f P« 8.
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Manchus will fall like a house of cards." J. Ellis Barker,

writing for The Fortnightly, backed this contention, because
j he believed the dynasty had become seriously discredited in

the eyes of the Chinese people.^ Both the Liverpool Daily

Post (16 October 1911) and the Nation (21 October 1911) felt

that the government’s military operations could never end

such a widespread movement. An unknown reader of the Liver-

pool Daily Post, however, disagreed with that paper's opinion.

In a letter published on October 14, ne stated that, if this

revolt were suppressed, the government would then have the

time necessary to complete the "far-reaching" reforms already

under way? The Times (14 October 1911) agreed with this

statement. Noting the quick revolutionary success, the

Guardian (25 October 1911) pointed out that although the

rebels might succeed in the Yangtze Valley, there were too

many cultural, economic, and geographical differences for

the revolution to succeed throughout China. The Manchus

would eventually win, the Guardian felt, because the Chinese

would give up the reform movement, for a time, if it meant

the division of their country. The Economist (21 October

1911) "straddled the fence" somewhat by saying that it did

not matter which side won, because reform would triumph in

either case. It was soon apparent that the outcome of the

revolution would not come from military action, for too much

depended on how the moderate reformers would react in Peking,

barker, p. 792.
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and, more importantly, what the foreign powers involved in

China would do.

/



CHAPTER II

COMMENTARY IN THE BRITISH PRESS ON FOREIGN REACTION

AND THE NEW ORDER IN PEKING (OCTOBER 1911)

The safety of the large number of British subjects in

China was a matter of great concern to the British public

at home, for the memory of the Boxer Rebellion was still

fresh on everyone's mind.'1' Thus it was of prime importance

for the British press to ascertain if the revolution was

aimed against the foreigners as well as the Manchus. A

telegram sent to the London Standard (14 October 1911) by

Edwin J. Dingle, the noted author, stated that foreigners

in Hankov7 were in grave danger, because although the educated

classes were working solely for reform, the lower classes

were all Boxers. The Glasgow Herald (24 October 1911) essen-

tially agreed with Dingle's assertion by stating that hatred

still animated the masses against the foreigners, but the

revolutionaries were doing all in their power to hold it

down. Notwithstanding such statements as these, the great

majority of the British press believed that foreigners were,

for the present, in no danger. True, it was a nationalistic

revolt, but as the Nation (28 October 1911) put it, it was

anti-foreign only to the extent that it was pro-Chinese.

%. I. Montague Bell and H. G. W. Woodhead, China Year
Book. 1912 (London and New York, 1912), p. 413 (Hereinafter
referred to as China Yeay Book. 1912). There were 10,000
British subjects and almost 2000 troops in China at this
time. This number is exclusive of the missionaries.
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The Daily Chronicle (17 October 1911) and the London Standard

(12 October 1911) agreed that perhaps the revolt in Szechuan

was more characteristic of China, as a whole, than the one

in Wuchang. Although foreigners did not appear to be in

danger in Szechuan, the revolt there was clearly directed

against foreign interests. With such an atmosphere anything

might happen. But real problems might arise, according to

the Lorninn Post (14 October 1911), if the war proved to be

a prolonged conflict.

Another question that arose was why foreigners were safe.

The London Standard (14 October 1911) offered the explanation

that many foreigners owed their lives to the promptness of

their flight back into the foreign concessions. Lost news-

papers, however, saw deeper reasons behind this situation.

The Guardian (20 October 1911) felt that there was a link

/

between the lack of anti-foreign feeling on the part of the

revolutionaries and the fact that many of the leaders were

The Daily Telearanh (17 October 1911) followedChristians.

much the same reasoning when it stated that "from the for-

eigners they (the Chinese) have had benefits, educational

and otherwise, and the safety so far accorded them is a clear

sign of the changed attitude of recent years towards them."

The Reverend Marshall Hartley, the deputy-treasurer of the

Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, stated in an interview
with the same newspaper, on 17 October 1911» that the revo-

lutionaries had rejected the "old prejudices" of anti-foreign
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feeling, because they realized how much there was to be gained

through good understanding. Most newspapers, however, held a

more cynical (and realistic) view as to why foreigners were

protected. The Daily Telegraph (13 October 1911) expressed

this feeling best when it stated thati

The leaders of the rebellion, v/ith more sagacity
than usual, and possibly taught a lesson by the
suppression of the 3oxer uprising, realize that
their chance of overthrowing the ruling dynasty
would be worth very little if outside Governments
were forced to intervene for the protection of
their respective subjects.

There was unanimous agreement (at least in October)

among the press that no outside intervention should take

place, unless foreigners v/ere in danger. The argument used,

more often than not, against intervention was that China

should decide her own destiny. As The Times (14 October

1911) put iti "we would deprecate strongly any possible

suggestion, from whatever quarter it may come, that there

should be any intervention in this struggle on the pretext

that the interest of outsiders demands the victory of one

side or the other." There were other arguments as well. J.

Ellis Barker, writing in The Fortnightly of November 1911,

and the Nation (21 October 1911) agreed that, although great

trade disturbances would result, it could in no way be an

2"The Rebellion in China," Daily Chronicle. 18 October
1911, p. 6; Leading Untitled Article, Daily Telegraph. 18
October 1911, p. 10; "The Young China Revolt," Birmingham
Weekly Post. 21 October 1911, p. 12; "The Revolt in Central
China," Saturday Review. 21 October 19H» p* 510; "The Chinese
Revolution," Spectator. 21 October 19H» P» 632; "The Student
Problem of China," Nation. 28 October 1911> p* 164.
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excuse for intervention.^ In a somewhat different vein, the

Daily Chronicle (18 October 1911) warned that intervention

would set off anti-foreign riots throughout China, with great

bloodshed and destruction being the result. The Daily Mail

(14 October 1911) also injected a note of caution when it

stated that one day China would be regenerated and would call

these nations to account that had taken advantage of its

defenselessness. Rather than look to the future, however,

the Econonis(21 October 1911) was reminded of the past.

Referring to the Boxer Rebellion, it stated that never again

should Europe repeat "the disgrace of 1900." But whether

the press favored intervention or not was only an academic

question.
The real problem was not whether intervention was justi-

fied or not, but if it would occur. The Times (14 October

1911) stated thati "There is likely, ... to be plenty of

excuse for intervention on the part of those who may wish to

make intervention the pretext for the pursuit of larger

ambitions." The Chinese Revolution was not the first instance

of an underdeveloped nation rising up against its old order.

Partition had been the result in countries such as the Ottoman

Empire, and the Nation (21 October 1911) was probably thinking
that when it stated 1

The Young Chinese may learn in their turn what
it is to gain a fatherland and lose a province.
There are several Bosnias and Tripolis on the
fringes cf the Middle Kingdom, and China does

•^Barker, p. 791-



not need to be told that there are plenty of
greedy and unscrupulous claimants for them.

The Economist (21 October 1911) felt, hov/ever, that China was

The foreign powers were so suspicious of one

another that no nation would dare to make the first move.

in no danger.

There was much speculation as to how each foreign nation

concerned would react to the revolution. The British press

was especially suspicious of Italian motives. According to

The Times (17 October 1911), Admiral Aubry, commander of the

Italian fleet, had been ordered by his government to prepare

the fleet's three fastest cruisers for dispatch to China.

There were a number of good reasons why the British should be

so suspicious. The Italians had no concessions to protect,

there were less than 300 Italians in all of China,4 and Italy

was in the middle of a war with the Ottoman Empire. The

Morning Fost (23 October 1911) felt that perhaps the Italians

were trying to recover from the humiliation they had suffered

during the last scramble for concessions in the 1890's.^ But

what the Italians did with their cruisers remains a mystery,

for no further mention was made of the incident.

If there were little discussion of Italian action, there

was even less concerning France and the United States. Francis

Hardman, The Times' correspondent in Paris (17 October 1911),

reported that France would not intervene unless its interests

^China Year Book. 1912, p. 413.

-’Italy proved to be the only European nation that China
forced to back down.
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in Indochina were somehow effected. There was more discussion

of America's role in China, but like that of France and Italy,

The Daily Telegraph (16 October/ it was of a limited nature.

1911) gave credence to the rumors that were circulating in

Berlin and Vienna that the United States and Russia were plan-

ning joint mediation. A joint action by Russia and the United

States would appear to be quite an impossibility; so much so

that the Daily Telegraph's own correspondent in New York

reported the following day that there was no truth to the

The Tines (24 October 19H) believed that the Staterumors.

Department would call for joint action of all the powers, if

intervention should prove to be necessary, in order to main-

tain the territorial integrity of China. It went on to say,

however, that the United States would act quite cautiously

in this matter for fear of giving the Chinese any notion

that such an operation was being seriously considered.

British public opinion agreed that Russia and Japan

were two nations most apt to take advantage of China's weak-

The Daily Telegraph (26 October 1911) reported "on

excellent authority" that Russian officials had consulted

with the revolutionaries and would intervene militarily

should Japan support the Manchus. Robert Wilton, The Times

correspondent in St. Petersburg, reported on October 21,

however, that Russia had no intention to intervene unless the

revolution became serious in northern China.0

ness.

The British

^Wilton's overly sympathetic attitude towards the
Russians will be discussed in the chapter on Mongolia.
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press believed that Japan, on the other hand, would act to

bolster the dynasty. The Nation (21 October 1911) felt that

Japan could ill afford to become overly involved in such an

expansionist policy because of its poor financial situation.

The London Standard (17 October 1911) agreed, stating however

much "Japan would like to replace the Manchus as the dominant

power /in Chinay7 ...» her leaders would not go that far. "

The credibility given to the persistent rumors concerning

Japanese intervention on the side of the monarchy was quite

strange, because there were equally strong stories making the

rounds that the Japanese were somehow behind the revolt at

Wuchang. The Times (20 October 1911), in reporting the story

stated that perhaps there was some truth to these reports,

because the Japanese were so vigorously denying them. But

after October, these rumors of a Japanese connection with the

revolution died, never to be mentioned in the press again.

No one seemed willing to speculate as to how Germany

would react to the revolution, but, in any case, the landing

of German sailors at Hankow on October 17 was totally unex-

The Dally Nail (18 October 1911) covered the storypected,

in its accustomed manner with banner headlines such as "The

The Daily Telearaoh (IS October 1911)Mailed Fist in China."

stated that "only someone insane" would accept the German

statement that the landing was only a police measure that

would be approved by both sides in the Chinese conflict, while

the Daily Chronicle (19 October 1911) suggested that the
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incident was just another example of German greed for land.

The Guardian (19 October 1911)» however, defended the German

action by stating quite emphatically that the "landing was

to protect Europeans and nothing more needs to be said."

The Times (19 Oe+ober 191.1) joined in by saying that "it was

• . . absolutely praiseworthy and correct." By the end of

the week, emotions had cooled down somewhat, and the Edinburgh

Weekly Scotsman (21 October 1911) correctly summed up the

situation by stating that

The absence of further news concerning the conflict
between German landing parties and a Chinese mob
at Hankow leads to the belief that the intervention
of bluejackets for the protection of German subjects
was brief and successful, and without any great
importance.

There was little discussion of what Britain’s role should

be in the Chinese conflict. Perhaps it was because the gov-

ernment itself had so little to say. The only statement from

the Peking embassy was published in The Times of October 13.

It described the precautions the embassy was taking to ensure

the safety of British nationals. The Foreign Office released

a statement on October 19 describing British policy as one of

complete neutrality and leaving the decision on intervention

for the protection of British subjects in the hands of the
7

ambassador to China, Sir John Jordan, Commenting on British

policy, the Daily Telegraph (18 October 1911) stated that

since "Sir Edward Grey has not returned from his short vacation

^"British Attitude," Daily Telegraph. 19 October 1911,
p. 11.
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he must not consider it /the revolutionj too bad," While this

was the only press opinion given on British policy at the time,

J. Ellis Barker's comment in The Fortnightly made it clear what

he thought British policy should be.

Intervention in the present struggle is possible
only from the sea. No nation, and no combination
of nations, can interfere in the Chinese civil
war without England's assent, and her toleration
would be equivalent to her assent, England has
a great responsibility in the present struggle
and has a great task to perform,8
But if the British press had little to say about govern-

ment policy, they showed some concern for the possible effects

the revolution might have on finance and trade. The Financial

News (13 October 1911) reported that panic in the banking and

trading houses was short-lived, while the Daily Telegraph (1?

October 19H) believed that only a few nervous people had

sold their Chinese securities. The Times (14 October 1911)

stated that "knowledgeable financiers" believed the outcome

of the revolt would be beneficial to foreign commerce. It

felt that disruptions would only be temporary, and by the end

of October the Financial News (26 October 1911) was urging

the resumption of shipping into revolutionary areas. It was

felt that the textile industry would be the hardest hit by

the revolt, because China exported twice as much raw cotton

to Britain as to any other nation, and next to India, China

was the largest customer of British cotton goods in the world.9

83arker, p. 791.

^"The Cotton Trade and the Slump in Raw Cotton,"
mist, 14 October 1911, p. 758.

Econo-
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The Daily Chronicle (17 October 1911) felt that, like most

British trade, the cotton industry would not suffer any great

loss, because the recent reciprocity war between Canada and

the United States would make up most of the difference,

is interesting to note that despite the fact that the Midlands

was such an important textile center, the Guardian made no

comment in October on the possible dislocation of trade.

But opinion on the effects of the revolution on trade in the

It

provincial ports followed the optimistic view of the London

The Liverpool Daily Post (17 October 1911) statedpress.

that "this temporary dislocation is not of concern to traders

The Glasgow Herald (19 October 1911) believedand bankers."

that, although ships might have trouble reaching their desti-

nation, the plans of the local merchant fleets to ship "as

normal" was the best policy to follow.

That there was so little concern over the effects of

the revolution on commerce, despite the fact that Britain

controlled 51*7 per cent of China's foreign trade, seems

The Daily Chronicle (17 October 1911) tried tostrange.

provide an answer by explaining that most traders and finan¬

ciers believed reform would come to China whichever side won.

This reform, no doubt, would mean further westernization,

which would increase the demand for European goods. Thus

the financial community felt that a temporary dislocation in

trade would be more than offset by future trading possibilities.

China Year Book. 1912. p. 146.
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This optimism was in no way dimmed by the reform movement

that was reaching a climax at Peking in late October. But

before discussing the edicts of October 30 that provided

China with constitutional government, it is necessary to

discuss the political situation in Peking from the beginning

of the revolution.

It was impossible to find any support for the Manchu

dynasty in the British press. Such newspapers as the Glasgow

Herald (13 October 1911) and the Daily Mail (19 October 1911)

reminded their readers that perhaps the Manchus were not

totally corrupt and useless rulers, but this was a minority

opinion. The Liverpool Daily Post (16 October 1911) stated

that "it is impossible to have much sympathy for the dynasty

because of their amazing blindness to the problems in China."

The Morning Post (2 November 1911) felt that the Manchus had

been failures ever since they failed to place themselves at

the head of a national movement for reform like the Japanese.

The most biting criticism of all, however, came from the

Economist (21 October 1911), when it stated that the Manchu

oligarchy "stands for and upholds corruption, incompetence,

and misrule." Although everyone was free with their condem-

nations of the Manchus, none, as yet, was willing to support

the alternative, the radical reformers and the republicans.

What then could the Manchus do to stave off total collapse?

As the London Standard (1? October 1911) put it, "the revo-

lution will not be ended by meaningless edicts from Peking."
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The revolution could be ended, The Tines (14 October

1911) believed, if Yuan Shih-k'ai were recalled, for Yuan

was "the one man whose strength of character and experience

of affairs might enable him to master the situation." A few

days later, on October 16, Yuan was appointed viceroy of

Honan and Hupeh provinces. Yuan was a well-known person to

the British press. He was a native Chinese who had held

many important government posts. Yuan played a large role in

engineering the overthrow of the reforming Emperor Kuang-hsi

in 1898. He was appointed viceroy of Chilhi province^- by

the new regent, the Empress Dowager Tz’u-hsi, and was instru-

mental in allowing foreign troops to pass through his province

in order to relieve the siege at Peking in 1900. After Tz'u-

hsi’s death in 1908, Yuan had been forced to retire by the

Manchu oligarchy, and, although rumors persisted about his

return, he remained out of politics until October 1911*

Yuan had received poor publicity in the British press

at the time of the emperor’s overthrow in I898. He was

labelled an opportunist, and he was never quite able to

shake the criticism. But his actions during the Boxer Rebel-

lion and his reform measures as viceroy of Chihli had warmed
1 2

much of the press towards him. The statement that "Yuan

is the most capable and enlightened Chinese statesman" could

/

^Chihli province was the area surrounding Peking.

*^For a detailed study see Jerome Ch'en, Yuan Shih-k’ai.
1859-1916. Brutus Assumes the Pas role (Stanford, 1961).
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be found in almost any article about him in British newspapers.

There were a few nev/spapers, however, that carried their

admiration for his moderate reform program to the point of

Such a newspaper as Lloyd’s Weekly News (5 November

1911)5 said that "Yuan Shi Kai was drilled in the school of

Bismarck and felt the thrill of freedom as he read the story

Anyone who has read Yuan’s biog-

raphy by Jerome Ch’en would know that crafty, old Yuan v/as no

But why did the regent, Tsai-feng the very man who

dismissed Yuan in 1908, bring him back to office?

Standard (16 October 1911) thought that quite simply "Yuan's

reputation as a capable, enlightened, and energetic statesman,

adulation.

of the French Revolution."

liberal.

The London

pointed him out unmistakably as . . . perhaps the only one who

The Economist (11could be relied upon in this emergency."

November 1911) and the Morning Post (16 October 1911) felt,

however, that Yuan v/as appointed only because he v/as the one

man who could ensure the army’s loyalty.

What effect Yuan’s appointment would have on the revo-

The Morning Post (28

October 1911) admitted that, although the dynasty's hopes

were brightened, the situation was so unclear that it v/as

difficult to tell if it would make a difference.

lution was also a matter for debate.

Most of

the British press, however, felt that Yuan's appointment

would be the decisive event of the revolution, and, as the

Westminster Gazette (16 October 1911) put it, "with Yuan in

Peking the rebellion looks like a more manageable affair."
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The Liverpool Daily Post (18 October 1911) disagreed, however,

by stating that Yuan’s appointment would be a deterrent to the

revolution only if it were a spontaneous outbreak, which it

was not. But why should Yuan return to help the very people

who disgraced him arid forced him from office? The Glasgow

Herald (19 October 1911) suggested that he intended to bring

about a coup d* £tat in the name of the boy emperor, while the

Morning Post (20 October 1911) thought that perhaps the

Manchus were holding his family captive. But most newspapers

agreed that Yuan saw the revolution as the best opportunity

yet to extract sweeping reforms from the Manchu rulers. He

was loyal to the Manchus, only because he feared how far the

revolutionaries might go.^
Yet as October went by, Yuan refused to accept office.

Almost all of the British press agreed with the statement

of the Birmingham Weekly Post (28 October 1911) that "his

hesitation in accepting the post is because he is making sure

But The Times (23 October

Both Chirol

he is not backing the wrong horse."

1911) saw Yuan's refusal in a different light.

in London and Morrison in Peking believed that Yuan was hesi-

tating, because the Manchus were not meeting his termsj namely,

full power to come to terms with the revolutionaries,

went on to state that the actions of the National Assembly at

Chirol

^For the best account see, "China's Strong Man,"
London Standard. 16 October 1911, p. 7 and "Yuan Shih-
kai's Task," London Standard. 18 October 1911, p. 6.
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Peking would do much to decide the ultimate outcome of this

political struggle.

Chirol had not long to wait for his statement to prove

true, for no sooner was the assembly convened than it demanded

the dismissal of Sheng Hsuan-huai, Minister of Communications.

The British press had nothing but praise for Sheng's policy.

He had centralized the Chinese railroad operations and had

begun projects for many much-needed railways lines,

the Daily Telegraph (28 October 1911) stated, no one was

objecting to Sheng's ability, it was merely a case of "the

provincial gentry wanting their hands in the till." The

Manchu leaders gave in and issued the edict dismissing Sheng

and appointing Tang Shao-yi, a close friend of Yuan, in his

place. According to The Times (27 October 1911), Sheng was

an old rival of Yuan, and the appointment of Tang might "herald

the return of Yuan himself, perhaps to acquire the authority

of a dictator." Morrison felt that by biding his time, Yuan

was now in a position to dictate his own terms. It remained

to be seen only how far the new leaders were going to carry

reform, for the press agreed that the Manchus had completely

given in to Yuan and the National Assembly.

The new leadership worked quickly. On October 30, the

regent issued a series of edicts turning the Chinese government

14

15 But as

14The National Assembly reconvened on October 22.

For a good discussion see, "Sheng Hsuan Huai and his
Railway Projects," Economist. 28 October 1911» PP* 864-5.

15
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into a constitutional monarchy. The British press was taken

quite by surprise at such a sudden change. The Morning Post

(31 October 1911) remarked that, short of abdication, the

Manchu surrender could not have been more complete. The

Economist (11 November 1911) and The Review of Reviews agreed

that in a matter of days China had transformed itself from an

Oriental despotism into a constitutional government more liberal

Even The Times (31 October 1911), which

usually cautioned against reading too much into such changes,

stated that "we may . . . place a pretty liberal construction

upon the Edicts for the present." Quite naturally the British

press asked who or what groups v/ere behind this startling

change. The press agreed that the mutiny of the troops at

Luan-chou (near Peking) and their demands for reform had much

to do with the edicts. The Tines (2 November 1911) stated

that, "At all events, it brings into relief the existence,

and the possible weight, of the military factor in the revo-

lution." There was fear in the British press that this new

constitutional government would be a front for a military

dictatorship,1? but it was obvious that the army was not

I

16than Britain's.

acting alone, and there was much speculation as to what role

the National Assembly was playing. The Times felt that the

^"The Progress of the World," The Review of Reviews.
XLIV (November 1911), p. 438.

1?For a good discussion see,
Economist. 4 November 1911, p. 934.

"The Revolution in China,"
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array and the National Assembly were acting in concert, while

the Morning Post (31 October 1911) believed that the National

Assembly was merely acting in accordance with the general

national feeling that sweeping reforms were necessary. But

as The Times (31 Octeber 1911) put it, "the question is now

whether Yuan feels the Assembly is capable of rule and if

the northern troops will adhere to its decisions?" Another

question was what role Yuan was playing in all of this.

Although there might be disagreement on whether the army

or the National Assembly played a more dominant role, everyone

knew that somehow Yuan was behind it all. For as the Morning

Post (31 October 1911) stated, if Yuan was not responsible

for the edicts, "it is certainly strange that events should

take a turn so much in his favour." In any case, Yuan was

the most powerful man in China, and what he did with this

power would go far to decide the outcome of the revolution.

The Times (31 October 1911) believed that with a reju-

venated government behind him, Yuan would first seek to con~

ciliate the revolutionaries and if that failed, to crush

them. The British press agreed that now the main difference

between the Peking government and the revolutionaries v/as

only that the National Assembly was not anti-Kanchu. As

the London Standard (31 October 1911) put it, "if the edicts

do not satisfy all demands, they are a complete surrender on

the major points." Although the British press agreed that a

compromise could now be worked out between the v/arring factions,
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only the Daily Telegraph (1 November 1911) believed it would

Everyone else felt that the edicts had come too late

In fact, as the Daily

Chronicle (31 October 1911) stated, it "may permanently

destroy the Manchus by convincing the revolutionaries as to

Thus, a fight to the finish

between the revolutionary republicans, on the one hand, and

the reformed Peking government, on the other, appeared, at

least to the British press, as being inevitable.

occur.

to have any effect on the revolution.

how weak their opponents are."



CHAPTER III

FROM THE FALL OF HANKOW TO THE PRESIDENCY OF

DR. SUN YAT-SEN (NOVEMBER 1911-JANUARY 1912)

The edicts of October 30 had placed the government's

power, both in substance and in form, in the hands of Yuan

Shih-k'ai, but the Daily Chronicle's remark (16 November

1911), that his right to the title of "strong man of China"

was about to undergo a severe test, reflected the general

misgivings of the British press in regard to Yuan's position.

It was not that his ability was being called into question.

Rather, it was a growing belief in the press that no one man,

whatever his abilities might be, could handle the situation.'3’
This was a volte-face from just a few weeks before when news

of the edicts and the government's victory at Hankow had led

to confident predictions of an early Imperial victory. Part

of the reason for this change, perhaps, was the failure of the

revolution to disintegrate after suffering its first defeat.

Military action alone could not unite the country, for there

was too much land for the government to retake with the small

forces at its command. Thus the Nation (25 November 1911)

felt that if Yuan was to reunite central and southern China

with the north, he must overcome the basic differences of

temperment, political philosophy, and divergent types of

iThe Nation (25 November 1911) and the Morning Post (20
November 1911'} provide the most penetrating discussion of
this issue.
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interests that might lead to a permanent separation. All eyes

were on Yuan, for what action he took could decide the future

of China.

Yuan, however, did nothing. The British press was at a

loss in trying to explain his inactivity in November. C. T.

Liang stated that Yuan wanted to reach a compromise with the

revolutionaries, but he v/ould not force such an agreement on

the Manchus for fear that he would be blamed for the overthrow

of the monarchy. Yuan wished, instead, that the Manchus v/ould

request him to enter into negotiations with the rebels. Yuan

felt, according to Liang, that a combination of his not re-

turning to Peking, and, at the same time, his undermining the

position of the Manchus that still opposed him, the government

could be brought to see the v/isdom of negotiating.2 The

British press, however, did not see events in this light.

Rumors were circulating that Yuan was intriguing with every

imaginable group to the detriment of one side or the other.

The conclusion of the Daily Chronicle (16 November 1911) that

Yuan was working only to place himself on the throne, was

neither unusual nor an unwarrantable assumption. By the middle

of November, a few newspapers began to feel that Yuan's position

as prime minister v/ould be more decisive than his role as mili-

tary commander, at least for the present time.^ The Times

2Liang, p. 30,

^Yuan had already been appointed military commander at
the front when he was elected prime minister by the National
Assembly on November 4.
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(17 November 1911) and the London Standard (18 November 1911)

agreed that the press had overestimated Yuan's strength at

They felt that perhaps Yuan's inactivity was actually

an attempt to bolster his position there before turning on the

rebels.

Feking.

This belief was borne out with the resignation of one

of Yuan's strongest opponents, the regent Tsai-feng. It is

interesting to note that although Tsai-feng relinquished

his post on December 4, it was not until December 9 that

the news reached the British press,

the government suppressed this news for a reason. It was

announced on December 8 that government representatives were

being dispatched to Hankow in order to negotiate a settlement

with the revolutionaries. Perhaps the news of the regent's

resignation was withheld until after this announcement in

order to show that the government was honestly attempting

to reach some sort of accomodation with the rebels, British

reaction to the resignation itself was unfavorable. The

Times (9 December 1911), which had continually supported

Yuan and his position on many issues, was especially critical

of this action. It was agreed that the resignation of the

"corrupt" regent was a necessary step, but what Chirol objected

to was the fact that one of the two new regents was a Manchu

k
It would seem that

^The Westminster Gazette of December 5 hinted at such
a possibility, but it clearly did not know that the event
had already transpired.
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and that the empress-dowager Lung Yu would be associated with

the emperor in the promulgation of edicts and in state affairs.

Chirol remarked that this new role for the empress-dowager

was too suggestive of what had occurred in I898, and it could

well incline many wavering Chinese to support the revolutionary

side. Chirol stated, however, that perhaps Yuan had weakened

the hold of the Manchu oligarchy as much as possible under the

existing circumstance.

Yuanfs success at Peking was much easier to come by than

bringing the revolutionaries to the conference table. One

problem was the threat that the hatred between the Chinese

and the Manchus would erupt into a bloody race war. 'This fear

was heightened by the murder of the Chinese General Wu Lu-chen

by Manchu troops under his command. Morrison reported on

December 8 that Wu had been killed because he had attempted

to defect to the revolutionary side. But the Daily Mail of

the same date hinted at a conspiracy that pointed all the

way back to Peking. The Saturday Review (11 November 1911)

agreed, stating that the government’s report of the incident

had some very notable discrepancies. It had stated that Wu

had tried to escape from his soldiers by commandeering a

train. The newspaper felt this report v/as very interesting,

because there was no railroad in the entire province where

the incident took placed This event, plus the massacre of

^The murder allegedly took place at Sianfu, the capital
of Shensi province.
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some Chinese civilians by Manchu soldiers at Hankow and Nanking,

v/as quite unexplanable to the British press. For as the

Saturday Review (11 November 1911) put it, these massacres

"are sure to provoke others, and they seriously intensify

racial hatred, making compromise s = c more difficult." There

seemed to be one newspaper that had to remind its readers of

the supposed barbarous nature of the Chinese. In commenting

on these events, the Nation (25 November 1911) stated thati

"In China a massacre is generally felt to be a beneficent

social event," thus there was no real obstacle to a compromise.

The British press argued that the military situation

itself should prove to be no real problem for Yuan. As the

Guardian (30 October 1911) stated, the revolutionaries were

no match for the well-trained, and generally loyal, government

troops. After the government’s victory at Hankow and the

reforms at Peking in late October, the press expected a series

of quick military successes by the Imperial forces, but such

was not to be the case. The military situation in the Wuhan

area remained static, although by the end of November the gov-

eminent troops were on the march again. Hanyang fell and

Wuchang was seriously threatened. The press felt that Yuan

was no longer working for a military victory but only seeking

to coerce the revolutionaries into coming to terms.^ But by

/

^Morrison's reports for The Times in November covered
this aspect of the revolution best. Especially enlightening
was his*article published in the November 18 issue.
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then the revolution had spread both to the east and south of

its original center with such important cities as Canton,

Shanghai, and Nanking passing over to the insurgents.

The control of most of the Wuhan area by the government

and the fall of such cities as Nanking to the rebels led to

a heated discussion in the British press as to which side

held the best position militarily. Although all newspapers

had an opinion on the subject, The Times and the Guardian

provided the best arguments. The Times (30 November 1911)

felt that the revolutionaries' success at Nanking would in

no way make-up for the defeat they suffered in Wuhan. Chirol

stated that the rebels had been defeated at their center,

while Nanking no longer was of great strategic, psychological,

or material importance. This had been lost because of the

great destruction that occurred there during the Taiping

Rebellion. The Guardian (30 November 1911), on the other hand,

argued that since the revolutionaries had secured their

position to the east and south, the Wuhan area was no longer

the center of the revolt, but merely its northern frontier.

The fact that the recapture of Hankow and Hanyang by

Imperial forces might not have an effect on the revolutionary
7

movement had to be a problem for Yuan,

the revolution was a call for more provincial autonomy. After

the rebel defeat at Hanyang, General Li Yuan-hung, according

One of the tenets of

?"The Fighting in China," Guardian. 30 November 1911
p. 6.
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to The Times (30 November 1911)# was ready to negotiate, but

by this time the revolutionary center had changed to the

coastal city of Shanghai, whose leaders were far from willing

to compromise. Morrison felt, quite rightly, that Li would

represent no more than the soldiers at Wuchang, thus making

Yuan’s task of reaching a settlement with the rebels all the

more difficult. But what The Times feared more than the

anarchy that might result from this growing provincialism

was the possibility of a permanent division of the country

along the Yangtze River, for neither side appeared able to

penetrate beyond this general line.

The possibility of a north-south split in China caused

great concern in the British press from the very beginning

of the revolution. As early as October 21, the Westminster

Gazette commented that the longer the war continued, the

more chance there was of a permanent division. As the revo-

lution wore on, this conviction grew. The Nation (25 November

1911) stated that the central and southern provinces had

become so disaffected that a reunion would be difficult to

bring about, while the Daily Mail (4 December 1911) went on

to say that even the Imperial leadership was coming to the

conclusion that a temporary division of the country would be

necessary in order to prevent a long war. But not all the

reports in the newspapers held such a pessimistic view. The

Spectator (21 October 1911) stated that there would be no

division of the country, because the revolution was a war of
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classes and ideals that knew no geographical boundary. Reform-

ing elements were coming to the fore in all sections of China,

so eventually a settlement could be reached. The Economist

(18 November 1911) followed much the same reasoning when it

stated that the fervid beliefs of the insurgents, in comparison

with the half-hearted support the Manchus enjoyed, made it

only a matter of time before the entire country went over to

the revolution. Every argument conceivable was used by various

newspapers to bolster their respective positions. For the

most part, however, debate on this issue centered around

whether or not the divisive elements in Chinese history were

stronger than the ones which held the country together. In

any case, all newspapers agreed that the conflict must be

brought to a speedy conclusion.

Every chance item of news was used to foster the belief

that negotiations were, at any time, ready to begin. Yet

there was always a note of caution in this regard, for as

The Tines (2 November 1911) stated* "In no country are delu-

sive negotiations more habitually employed than in China as

a means of gaining time." It goes without saying that there

was great relief in the press when an armistice was announced

on December 5» and the peace conference held its first session

on December 18. But the Saturday Review (9 December 1911)

injected a note of warning when it stated that since the con-

ference was meeting at Shanghai, the hotbed of the extremists,

a settlement might well be impossible to come by. Public
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negotiations between the two factions were a dismal failure,

as the revolutionaries refused to settle for anything less

than the complete overthrow of the dynasty. The British press

became quite incensed at this intransigence on the part of the

revolutionaries, and they felt that a resumption of hostilities

at this stage would seriously endanger the territorial integrity
of China. As the Nation (23 December 1911) put iti "Civil war

is a luxury which only the rich and the strong may permit them-

selves in the world we inhabit to-day."

The election of Dr. Sun Yat-sen on January 1 as provisional

President of the Chinese Republic certainly did little to

encourage the belief that an agreement could be reached. British

reaction to Sun's election was generally unfavorable, although

the Westminster Gazette (30 December 1911) believed that his

election did not mean the end to negotiations. 2. J. Dillon,

on the other hand, seemed to represent the feeling of most of

the British press when he stated that Sun’s election could well

spell the end for any hope of a quick settlement.

As the war continued, it became increasingly apparent to

the British press that the role of foreign nations in the

whole matter could well be decisive for China in the end. One

8

of the persistent problems that faced the foreign powers was

If either side received foreign money, thethe loan question.

tenuous neutrality enjoyed by foreigners in China might be

As The Times (21 December 1911) put itiendangered.

^Dillon, February 1912, p. 279.
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Abstention from intervention involves as a logical
corollary, abstention from lending money to either
of the contending parties. The one is practically
as vdde a departure from neutrality as the other.

Yet despite the great concern of the British press over the

possibility that one of the warring factions might receive

foreign aid, it believed, at the same time, that there would

be no loan. The Daily Telearaoh (1? October 1911) explained

this belief by stating simply that financiers were afraid

they would be lending money to the wrong side, namely the

losers. The fear was not that the Four Fower Consortium,

which was formed in 1910 and was made up of banking groups

from Britain, France, Germany, and the United States, -would

make the loan; rather, it was that other financial groups

in these and in other countries would supply the money, thus

jeopardizing foreign neutrality,^
just such an event occurred as a Franco-Belgian group, backed

in part by British capital, lent $30,000,000 to the Feking

government. The British press agreed that this loan was an

unfortunate move. This belief was reflected by the statement

of The Tines (31 October 1911) that;

China is practically in a state of civil -war, and
the revolutionary have fairly warned the Fowers
that they will not recognize obligations incurred
by their adversaries during the contest. If finan-
ciers choose to make advances to the Government
in the face of these warnings, they are of course
free to do so, but equally of course no foreign

At the end of October

^Herbert Feis, Euro re . The V/o r1 d * s Banker. 18?0~191h
(New Haven, 1930), p, 44'3; G. F. Hudson, The Far Hast in
V/o rid Politics (London, 1939), p» 168,
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Government can hereafter intervene to enforce
payment of such loans against anybody but the
recipients.

It is interesting to note that even though the newspaper sup-

ported Yuan Shih-k'ai, it led the fight in the British press

against any type of loan to either side. Even in late December,

when the negotiations were so obviously unsuccessful, and the

Peking government needed a small loan to stay financially sol-

vent, The Times (21 December 1911) continued to support com-

plete financial neutrality.

The position of France and Germany in regard to China

received very little attention in British news reports during

this period. Stories of riots and massacres in southern China,

that invariably proved false, were receiving wide circulation

in the French press. Only Francis Hardman of The Times made

note of these stories, and he was unwilling to speculate as to

the possibility that the French government was trying to

create an incident there in order to strengthen its position.

There was more to fear from Germany, however, because there

were some indications that German nationals v/ere supplying

arms to the Imperial forces. The rebels were becoming quite

incensed over the matter, and in December they called for a

boycott of German goods.10
expressed some anxiety that the German government might make

reprisals on the revolutionaries, but nothing more was heard.

The Economist (9 December 1911)

10"Yuan Shih-k’ai and the Throne," Daily Mail. 15 Novem-
ber 1911, P» 5* "The Transformation of China," Economist. 9
December 1911. p* 1208.
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American and Japanese policy in China, on the other hand,

received more attention in the press. The Daily Telegraph (11

November 1911) reported that however much the United States

sympathized with the insurgents, it would intervene on the

government side if the situation became worse. The problem,

according to the Morning Post (24 November 1911) was that the

U. S. was becoming "a little jumpy," because it feared that

either Japan or Russia would undertake unilateral action. The

dilemma the United States faced over intervention was pointed

out by the Morning Post (13 November 1911) when it stated thati

"Should intervention be forced on the Powers, Japan would have

to furnish the bulk of the troops, which to some people seems

ironic in view of the American suspicion and dislike of Japan."

Japan, in fact, was almost always the center of any discussion

on the possibility of foreign intervention. For as the Guardian

(l December 1911) argued, Japan could afford neither the great

trade losses that would undoubtedly be a result of a prolonged

conflict, nor the possibility of a strong China. Thus if.

intervention were to occur, it would come from Japan. The

Times (20 November 1911) added that with Yuan's ascension to

power the possibility of intervention was increased. It seemed

that the Japanese believed that Yuan, as a Chinese official in

Korea, had been responsible for igniting the Sino-Japanese War

in 1894.

Rumors concerning possible Japanese intervention in sup-

port of the Manchus, however, reached a peak in December} but
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especially disturbing to the British press were the stories

emitting from Japan that Britain would aid its ally in this

The Daily Telegraph (21 December 1911) indignantlyadventure.

remarked thati

It would be interesting to inquire who is promoting
this campaign in the Japanese press and what is the
meaning of it. The grotesque nature of the suggest-
ion was never more evident than it is today. Cer-
tainly England cannot support either the champion of
half-measures or a court which is as corrupt, de-
bauched, and incompetent as ever was that of the
Stuarts.

For the most part, the British press agreed that their country

should not support Japanese intervention, though there were

some exceptions such as The Review of Reviews, which believed

that remaining on good terms with one's allies was more impor-

tant than maintaining the territorial integrity of China.'1''1'
The Daily Telegraph (21 December 1911), however, believed that

Japan would not intervene without Britain's support, which

it felt Japan would not receive. The Glasgow Herald (25 Decern-

ber 1911) agreed with this statement, but went on to say that

events such as this could well lead to strained relations

between the two allies.

But if the British press agreed that joint intervention

with Japan should not take place, it still felt strongly that

the British government should do more than it had to protect

British nationals in China. Foreigners remained safe in China,

but as the Saturday Review (18 November 1911) stated, there was

11.. The United States of China," The Review of Reviews.
XLV (January 1912), p. 4,
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always the possibility that disorders might crop up again as

during the Boxer Rebellion. Virtually every newspaper received

letters from British subjects in China demanding protection

from British subjects in China demanding protection from the

British navy. Residents in the concession at Hankow were espec-

ially vociferous. The press could give no reason for the

supposed lack of British gunboats in this area where the mili-

tary struggle continued to rage so fiercely. The Daily Tele-

graph (26 December 1911)» somewhat embarrassed, stated that:

"The German navy has done as much to protect the British con-

cession, as the British navy has." George Morrison, reporting

from Peking (24 November 1911)» summed up the feeling of the

British public when he said thatt "Possibly Great Britain has

an agreement with another Power for assistance in an emergency,

but to depend on a third party at a crisis like the present

is neither safe nor consonant with the dignity of Great Britain."

Yet according to the ambassador to China, Sir John Jordan,

there were five British gunboats at Hankow, while all the other
l 2

foreign powers combined had only eight."

arose as there appeared to have been a difference of opinion

between the Foreign Office and the Admiralty as to whether

troops should be landed at Shanghai in order to protect the

But more controversy

^2Great Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Papers (House
of Commons), 1912, Volume CXXI, Cmnd.'6148, May 1912, Corre-
spondence respecting the affairs of China, China no. 1 (1912)
Enclosure No. 4?, Acting Consul General Goffe (Shanghai) to
Sir John Jordan, 16 November 1911 (Hereinafter referred to as
China no. 1.).
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British concessions there. This problem was brought out in

the House of Commons by Baron de Forest, a Liberal M. P. from

Westham, in order to provide an opportunity for the government

to state its policy of complete neutrality

This first statement of official British policy, outside

of Foreign Office communiques, was repeated the following day

(9 November 1911) at Manchester in a speech by the prime mini-

ster, Herbert Asquith. The Times (10 November 1911) believed

that Asquith defined British policy in the clearest possible

way when he said*

Y/e have moved ships to the principal scenes of
disturbance, but His Majesty's Government would
of course restrict their action to such protection
as needed for our own subjects. We have*no desire
or disposition to interfere in any way with the
internal affairs of China, but wish for her a
peaceful and progressive future.

Yet, while the government was finally defining its policy of

neutrality, some newspapers were reaching the conclusion that

it was now time to change it.

Both the Spectator and the Daily Telegraph were, by December,

mounting bitter attacks against the continued government policy

of neutrality. In a letter published in the Spectator (23 Decern-

ber 1911), a man, known only as "Z", commented on the breakdown

of negotiations between the warring factions. He declared that*

Now it v/ould appear that the Western so-called Great
Powers will no longer be able, however much they

^Great Britain,,Parliament, Parliamentary Debates
(House of Commons), 5™
1911), pp. 1631-2.

vol. 30 (24 October-10 Novemberser.
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might desire it, to continue in their present
callous and indifferent attitude towards the fate
of their nationals. For, presumably, even in
this cosmopolitan age the protection of their
own people still remains the raison d'etre of
all Legations and Foreign Offices. And though
we and the Americans, for the sake of trade and
'peace at any price,' may still manage to adhere
to the masterful policy of doing nothing, there
are other Powers which will not remain quite so
indifferent to the safety of their people.

The Daily Telegraph agreed. While the foreign editor (11

December 1911) felt that it was time to support Yuan's govern-

ment, its Peking correspondent (8 December 1911) called for

the British occupation of the Yangtze Valley. The Times.

however, sharply opposed this policy. The newspaper tried

to make an analogy. It reminded its readers of the Holy

Alliance and its support of the monarchical principle in

The Tines (25 December 19H) wentpost-Napoleonic Europe.

on to state that*

We did not favour intervention in support of
that principle in Europe, when such a course
was very fashionable. We are not likely to
favour it in China.

The Morning Post (16 December 1911) agreed with the policy of

the British government, but warned that "any widespread and

prolonged extension of disorder in China must eventually necess-

itate foreign intervention." Such an event became necessary

in January because of the mutiny of the government troops

stationed at Luan-chou.

This second mutiny of the army was aimed directly at the

overthrow of the government, rather than at forcing it to reform

as it did in October. All foreign nations were concerned,
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because the mutinous soldiery were astride the only railroad

that linked Peking with the sea (and possible naval aid),

fear of a repetition of the siege of the Peking legations, as

had occurred in 1900, led the foreign powers to act.

detachments of troops, from all of the nations acting under

the 1901 Protocol, were spread along the entire length of the

Although The Times (8 January 1912) defended the

occupation as a necessary measure, the Economist (6 January

1912) had some misgivings,

have the appearance of foreign support for Yuan and give Japan

an opportunity for broader action in China at some future date.

Those in the British press who were concerned about the

possibility of large-scale foreign intervention had more to

As the Guardian (l December

"Austria in 3osnia and Russia in Persia are

The

Small

railroad.

It felt that this incident might

fear than this action at Luan-chou.

1911) put it:

recent illustrations of the dislike with which an interested

Power sees a weak neighbour awakening to a consciousness of its

weakness and the possible means of strength." These fears

proved to be well-founded, as Russia intervened into the Chinese-

Mongolian controversy in January 1912.



CHAPTER IV

THE MONGOLIAN QUESTION

The Mongolian controversy reached a climax in January

1912. The Manchus had, in recent years, attempted to reform

the government and bring the nation's outer provinces into

closer relations with the state. This policy, in part, had

been designed to increase the flow of both immigration and

trade into Mongolia from the south. This alienated the

Mongolians and gave rise to increasing fears in Russia that

its predominant economic position in the area might soon be

in jeopardy. Thus, the revolution in central China seemed

to be the golden opportunity for the Mongolians, with the

help of the Russians, to declare at the very least a form

of provincial autonomy that would leave little power to the

Peking government.1
The British press was not completely oblivious to the

possibility of trouble in Mongolia. As early as 21 October

1911, The Times prophetically claimed that a long and drawn-

out conflict in the Yangtze Valley could well be the long-

awaited opportunity that the Mongolian princes needed to break

But, for the most part, the British pressaway from China,

had little to say, before January 1912, about the situation

One exception, however, was a series of articlesin Mongolia.

1John Gilbert Reid, The Manchu Abdication and the Powers.
1908-1912 (Berkeley, 1935)» PP* 307-8 (Hereinafter referred to
as Reid;. See also, Gerard M. Friters, Outer Mongolia and Its
International Position (Baltimore, 19^9)*
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published in the Economist, which discussed both the political

and the economic situation in the Chinese provinces bordering

on the Russian Empire. The Economist (4 November 1911) began

by describing the Chinese attempts at increasing their influ-

ence in Mongolia. Special emphasis was placed on trade and

how the great influx of Chinese merchants into Mongolia was

adversely affecting Russian commerce. Although discarding

claims that Russia was suffering a trade deficit there, the

Economist (18 November 1911) felt that if Mongolia were so

important to Russia, it should enter into other areas of trade

where Chinese competition was not so stiff. Russia's main

item of trade with Mongolia was cotton goods, but since that

trade reached its peak in 1903» there had been a steady decline.

This loss of trade, according to the newspaper, was caused by

Chinese merchants. They were able to buy finished cotton goods

in western Europe and ship them to Mongolia, by way of China,

and still undersell the Russians in the area.

The problem was that Russia's textile industry was so

backward that it could sell its finished products only in

"primitive areas" such as Mongolia. Thus Russia's trade with

this area was important, out of all proportion to the amount.

The newspaper suggested that Russia should diversify into such

fields as cheap hardware goods and stop future Chinese trade

infiltration by opposing the construction of a railroad from

Peking to the Mongolian capital of Urga. The Economist (9
December 1911) felt that by following such a policy Russia
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could regain its trade dominance in a peaceful manner. However,

such would not prove to be the case, it believed, because there

Russian patriots' will goad their

government into action in order to make an end to the 'Yellow

Peril' while there is yet time."

The visit of a few Mongolian princes to St. Petersburg in

January 1912 raised speculation in the press that perhaps the
2

Russians were preparing to annex Mongolia.

quickly put to rest, however, by Robert Wilton, The Times' St.

Petersburg correspondent. In his accustomed manner of defending

the Russians, Wilton stated that the press reports accusing

Russia of wanting a border rectification with China and a rail

line into Mongolia were completely untrue. He went on to say

that: "The Russian Government has no territorial ambitions in

Asia, and so far as Mongolia is concerned, desires only to

develop purely commercial interests.The surprise was great

in Britain when, four days after The Times' article made its

appearance on January 5> Russia offered to serve as mediator

in the Chinese-Mongolian conflict. It appeared that it was not

Russian policy to work for direct annexation. Rather, Mongolia

as an autonomous Chinese province under Russian protection and
L

control was the goal.

j
was always the fear thati fl t

These rumors were

^"Chinese Crisis," Daily Telegraph. 27 December 1911, p. 10.
"Mongolia and the Russian Claims," Daily Telegraph. 3 January
1912, p. 5-

^Robert Wilton, "Russia and the Far East," The Times
(London), 5 January 1912, p. 3*

^Reid, p. 308.
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It seemed to most of the British press that Russia was

no mediator in this conflict, although some newspapers believed

that, for the most part, it was a purely Chinese affair. The

Westminster Gazette (9 January 1912) remarked that trouble had

been brewing in Mongolia for many years, while the London

Standard (18 January 1912) believed that Mongolia wished to

become independent purely because it was anti-revolutionary.

Of all the London newspapers, however, the Daily Mail (10 January

1912) covered this aspect of the problem in the greatest detail.

It believed that the present crisis had been brought on for two

reasons. First, the Mongolians were people who kept to them-

selves, so naturally they resented the immigration policy of the

Peking government, which was to send Chinese settlers into this

virtually uninhabited region. But the newspaper felt that this

situation had gotten worse as a result of the revolution. As it

became increasingly apparent that the Manchu dynasty might fall,

the Mongolians became even more disenchanted? for they were

connected with China, not through any common bonds, but only

through conquest by the Manchus. The Mongolians were not about

to be ruled by what they considered to be a foreign people.

Thus the Dally Mail felt that the Mongolians were using the

The Saturday Review (13 Janu-Russians, rather than vice versa,

ary 1912), however, placed the entire blame for the controversy

on the Chinese government's centralization policies,

lution did not, as the Daily Mail argued, push the Mongolians

The revo-

into seeking independence. Rather, the revolution gave them the
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opportunity to carry out a policy they had already decided

upon. Most of the British press, however, saw Russia as being

entirely responsible for bringing the problem to crisis pro-

portions. But even so, Russia had many defenders in the press

that tried to justify its position.

The Spectator (13 January 1912) contended that Russia had

repeatedly warned China to desist from its "aggressive policy"

in Mongolia? China did not and Russia had every right to take

measures to secure its interests. The newspaper, however, did

not seem to trust the Russians entirely, for it felt that

suzerainty over Mongolia meant almost complete Russian domin-

ation of the most direct trade route from Europe to the Far

East. Although the Spectator was not overly concerned, it

feared that some European powers might react in a hostile manner.

The Edinburgh Review, like the Economist, saw the conflict

as a reaction to the Chinese attempt to push Russia out of a

small, but very important market. Russia was forced to take

action* "For in China proper, now that the door is open and

likely to be kept so, she can hardly hope to compete with other

Powers, wherefore the Mongolian market must be secured at all

hazards!" For the most part, however, The Edinburgh Review

discussed the history of Russo-Chinese relations in an endeavor

to show that, since the two countries had never enjoyed good

relations, the Mongolian situation was nothing for Britain to

worry about.5

^"Russo-Chinese Relations,"
(January 1912), p. 212.

The Edinburgh Review. CCXY
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The Glasgow Herald and the Morning Post, on the other

hand, defended Russian policy on the basis of power politics.

Since Russia was the more powerful nation, it should not

tolerate a challenge, economic or otherwise, from a weaker

country. China was disintegrating anyway, so why treat it

as a unified mass? In fact, the Glasgow Herald (10 January

1912) felt that the loss of Mongolia could well be beneficial

/

for China as it might induce the warring factions to make a

The Morning Post (30 January 1912) argued Russia'squick peace,

case in a different manner. It believed that both Russians

and Mongolians had legitimate grievances against the Chinese

that could not be settled, it appeared, by any other means.

Since Mongolia did not affect British interests and Russia was

a close ally of Britain's, it seemed to be both fruitless and

unwise to oppose Russia on such an insignificant matter.

The Times discussed the Mongolian question from many

different vantage points, but the opinion it expressed was

invariably pro-Russian. Chirol believed that China would go
£

to war with Russia over this matter,

that China would have enough problems after the revolution

without trying to force the return of a recalcitrant province

that was supported by a major power.^ Wilton, on the other

while Morrison felt

^Valentine Chirol, "The Chinese Republic," The Times
(London), 16 January 1912, p. 9*

^George Morrison, "The Revolt of Mongolia," The Times
(London), 10 January 1912, p. 3*
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hand, sought only to answer Russia's critics in the British

press. He stated thati

Rumors of a protectorate, of annexation, or the
advance of Russian troops are all misleading.
As things are, Russia is already burdened with
too many alien nationalities on her borders.
She does not wish to add to the number and is
averse from any adventurous designs.°

Wilton admitted, however, that Russia's clandestineness in

this affair had led to many unfounded inferences which were

not completely unwarranted.^ But in a letter entitled "British

Liberals and Russia," Olga Novikoff, a Russian resident in

England, expressed both her surprise and disdain at what she

believed to be vicious and unfair attacks on her country’s

position. Novikoff was especially angry over the charge that

Russia's actions were morally more reprehensible than Italy's,

which had broken a treaty and started a war with the Ottoman

Empire

Well might Novikoff, and other loyal Russians like her, be

angered at the reaction of a large segment of the press, for

stinging attacks on Russian policy were the order of the day

for many British newspapers. The Daily Chronicle (9 January

1912), however, only mildly criticized Russia's actions. It

8Robert Wilton, "Mongolian Autonomy," The Times (London),
15 January 1912, p. 8.

^Robert Wilton, "The Railway Proposal," The Times (London),
11 January 1912, p. 3*

^°01ga Novikoff, "British Liberals and Russia," The Times
(London), 13 January 1912, p. 6,
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argued, in fact, that since the Mongolians had no kinship

with the Chinese and the Russians had important trade interests

there, both groups had some justifiable claims. But the

Daily Chronicle (10 January 1912) felt that Russia was quite

unscrupulous in taking advantage of the Chinese civil war

in this manner. But the situation was nothing unusual for

the newspaper believed* "Russia's actions in Mongolia is

just another example of the complete lack of morality in

international affairs," The Liverpool Daily Post (10 January

1912) agreed with this sentiment, but it showed more concern

over the possible repercussions of this affair in world diplo-

macy. It felt that Russia’s strategic position in Asia would

be greatly strengthened, for a branch of the Trans-Siberian

Railroad to Urga was a very real possibility. But more than

anything else, the Liverpool Daily Post feared that this

Russian action in Mongolia would force Japan to seek compen-

sation in Manchuria in order to maintain the balance of power.

The Edinburgh V/eekly Scotsman (13 January 1912) was not exactly

sure what Russia's demands entailed. It thought that Russia

was probably making a claim for all of Mongolia, for it be-

lieved the Russians had done all they could to set-up a pos-

sible crisis to obtain that claim. The Economist (13 January

1912) agreed with this argument, although it enumerated some

legitimate reasons for Russia's actions. It felt, however,

that Russia's role as a mediator might be studied more closely.

The newspaper began by discussing the religious head and the
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ruler of Mongolia, Cheptsun Dampa Kutukhu. Since he was

"a degenerate and a drunk," the Economist believed that he

was "therefore a possible tool for foreign intriguers,"

namely Russia, It was clear that Russia was no mediator,

the newspaper felt, because of its counsel to the Mongolian

princes to break away and its numerous border clashes with

China, The real tragedy, according to the Economist, was

that since the Mongolians were caught in the middle between

two more powerful nations, they would have little or no oppor-

tunity to keep their independence.

It is interesting to note that only those publications

which opposed Russia’s actions believed that it could lead

to a final partition of China, The Nation (3 February 1912)

stated this position quite clearly, Mongolia had been an

integral part of the Chinese Empire since the seventeenth

century and« "If the Russian aggression in Mongolia heralds

a period of ’compensations,’ China is probably doomed, and

it will repeat the destiny of Egypt and Persia destroyed

not because they decayed, but because they essayed reform."

Sidney Low, writing in The Fortnightly, went on to describe

how this partition could occur.

According to all recent precedents, the Russian
action will be met by a demand for ’compensation’
all around. As a set-off to the Russian 'protec-
torate,' or whatever it is in Mongolia, the Japanese
will probably denounce the Treaty of St, Petersburg
(July, 1910) and proceed to make free with Manchuria.
Then Germany, and France, and we ourselves may
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want something, and the dismemberment of China
will begin,

But Low was more concerned with the lack of morality in European

diplomacy, than he was with the situation regarding Mongolia,

Low questioned how the Y/est could convince the East of the

superiority of their way of life, if the diplomacy of the Y/est
1 2

was so unscrupulous?

Labour Party, meeting in late January, followed the same line

A resolution on foreign affairs, introduced by

J, Keir Hardie, leader of the Labour Party in the House of

Commons, roundly condemned the policy of all the Western Powers,

In particular, the resolution described recent Russian activities

as the "theft in Mongolia,"1^
given was very mild indeed when compared with the feeling of

the Guardian,

/

The Twelfth Annual Conference of the

of thought.

Yet all the criticism heretofore

The Guardian (10 January 1912), in commenting on Russia's

"The long paralysis of Russia is gone

, , her hands are in everything - Finland, Persia, the

It believed that the Mongolians

action, stated thati

Balkans, and now Mongolia,"

were happy under Chinese rule, but that they were being "egged

on" by Russian traders, who were faring badly despite their

^Sidney Low. "The Most Christian Powers," The Fortnightly.
XCVII (March 1912), p. 426.

12Ibid,

^■3areat Britain, The Labour Party, Report of the Twelfth
Annual Conference of the Labour Party. Birmingham, January 24-
2'6.1912 ('■*estminster, 1912), p. 98.
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superior position and rights. It went on to say that the

Mongolian princes supported Russia only because they had

It also expressed the fear that Japan would

soon demand compensation, because the Russians must have had

been paid off.

Japanese consent for the action. In fact, the Guardian hinted

(8 February 1912) that perhaps there might be a secret agree-

ment between Russia and Japan to divide Mongolia and Manchuria

between them. But the Guardian (11 January 1912) was especially

disturbed as to« "Why an intervention guarantee of a country's

integrity has to be the sure prelude to its disintegration?"

For the denials by St. Petersburg that Mongolia was not a

Russian protectorate "are distinctions that make no difference."

The newspaper defended (11 January 1912) the Chinese govern-

ment's immigration program, because China needed these prov-

inces for its surplus population, and it "has as much right

to them as we have to Canada or to India." The Guardian

(12 January 1912) continued its attack by remarking that

the revolution gave Russia no right at all to interfere in

Mongolia. Besides, what does the largest empire in the history

of the world need another buffer state for? The answer was

clear, it believed that Russia was bent on further expansion.

The British press, quite obviously, was very divided

over the Mongolian question. But the argument was not at

an end, for the possible effect this incident might have on

British interests in Asia was still to be debated. The Daily

Mail (10 January 1912) believed that Britain had no cause
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for alarm, for Russia was an ally and Britain had only minor

trade relations with Mongolia. In any case, Russia's peaceful

penetration had been long at work, and a Russian protectorate

would be merely the recognition of an accomplished fact.

The Morning Post (30 January 1912) agreed by stating that

Britain should not be concerned, as events in Mongolia had

Russia's action was a simple

policy of maintaining the status quo, which it believed Britain

would have done the same in a similiar situation.

no bearing on India and Tibet.

Besides,

the Morning Post (10 January 1912) felt that the deserts of

central Asia should be the boundary between the British and

Russian empires,

reevaluate its neutral policy towards Tibet and gain back

predominance there before the Chinese became too strong.

The newspaper believed, however, that Britain would do nothing

of the sort, because the Foreign Office had no foresight in

Cecil Battine, writing in The Fortnightly.

He felt it was time to

It urged, in fact, that Britain should

planning Asian policy,

also attacked the Foreign Office.

convince the Russians that Britain would no longer oppose

Russian expansion merely for the sake of opposition.

Great, therefore, as the temptation may be in
England to regard Russian ambitions with jealousy
and distrust, the fact remains that we must come
to a decision as to what Powers we can regard as
friendly, and so shape our policy towards them
as to eliminate friction and suspicion. If Russia
is to be an ally in Europe, she may reasonably
insist that 3ritish policy shall not injure Russian
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interests in Asia unless undoubted British rights
are involved.

The Foreign Office also came under fire from those pub-

lications which opposed Russian expansion. In discussing

the renewal of the 1881 trade treaty between Russia and China,

"the Economist (13 January 1912) stated that Russia should

receive a favorable position, "as Russia now has the British

Foreign Office in her pocket.” The Edinburgh V/eekly Scotsman

(13 January 1912), on the other hand, believed that recent

events in Mongolia had seriously altered the balance of power

in that part of the world. The real question, it felt, was

whether the pledge of the Anglo-Japanese alliance to protect

the integrity of China applied to Mongolia. The Scotsman

believed it did, but quickly added that Russia should be

dissuaded only by peaceful means.

In line with its opposition to Russian policy, the

Guardian led the way in condemning the actions of the Foreign

Office over Mongolia. Contrary to the belief of the Morning

Post, the Guardian (10 January 1912) felt that Tibet and India

were endangered. Common religious belief and other similiar-

ities between Tibet and Mongolia could well enable Russia to

infiltrate south to the Indian border. But the Guardian (11

January 1912) was especially incensed over the rumors of a

possible Russo-Japanese deal, because it felt that Japan had

no greater interest in Mongolia than did Britain. Commenting

-^Cecil Battine, "Russian Ascendancy in Europe and Asia,"
The Fortnightly. XCVII (March 1912), pp. 445-6.
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on the Anglo-Japanese alliance, the newspaper stated that*

"Every friendship, no doubt, involves a certain degree of

self-sacrifices? but there should be something, at any rate,

on the other side of the account if it is to endure, and

It agreed with the Japanese press

that Mongolia was a test of the alliance, for if it was not

The Guardian (8 February

/

we can find nothing,"

invoked, it was of little value,

1912) later clarified its position by stating that it did

not want "war necessarily, but at least more diplomacy, but

if the alliance was real, it should have forced Russia to

state her real intentions and guarantee equal trade rights,"

The Guardian (11 January 1912) vexed most of its ire

directly upon the Foreign Office. All over the world, it

stated, Great Britain had become "subservient" to its allies.

The government was willing to go to war over Morocco for

France, and to tarnish Britain’s reputation in Asia, endanger

India, and hurt its merchants over Persia and Mongolia,

And now, when Russia invades Mongolia, we are
informed that our ally Japan probably does not
object, as though that was all that mattered.
When are British subjects, interests and senti-
ments to be the chief concern of the 3ritish
Foreign Office? These are more important than
any diplomatic object we may be pursuing.

It went on to say that British policy had managed to accomplish

the impossible, for it had disillusioned and alienated both

idealists and those who followed "Realpolitik," The news-

paper felt that British interests were being endangered only

because of one reason.
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It is the conception of European policy as a con-
test between a Triple Entente and a Triple Alii-
ance that has prevented us from doing our plain
duty to Persia and to our countrymen. Similarly
in Mongolia.-*-5

No more complete denunciation of the policy followed by the

British government for over a decade can be found. It is

interesting indeed to note that such a statement should come

from a liberal newspaper, when the policy it opposed was so

strongly advocated by the Liberal government then in power.

The Mongolism a_uestion was probably the most hotly debated

issue of the revolution; but the British press also focused

its attention on another crucial issue, the future form of

the Chinese government.

/
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15Northern Persia was a Russian sphere of influence. It
appears that, in 1911» Persian leaders began a reform program
in this area that had some distinctly anti-Russian overtones.
Russia reciprocated by sending troops into its sphere in order
to quiet the situation. This action, like the one in Mongolia,
evoked a great deal of response in the British press.

This difference of opinion will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter VII.

16



CHAPTER V

CHINA - A REPUBLIC OR A MONARCHY?
/

The debate, as to whether China should have a constitu-

tional monarchy or a republic as its form of government,

engaged the attention of the British press all through the

There were differences of opinion on this issue,

but a large majority of the press, at least at the beginning

of the revolution, clearly favored the retention of the Manchu

The Daily Mail (31 October 1911) be-

revolution.

dynasty in some form,

lieved that it was hopeless to think that a people so steeped

in tradition and so unaccustomed to the exercise of power

could suddenly "leap into self-government."

republicans "see only the smooth working of the machinery of

government and ignore the slow and tedious construction of

It felt that the

China, the newspaper stated, would have enough

problems to face in the future without the added one of a

the machine."

All the reforms that thecompletely new form of government,

revolutionaries clamored for could be carried out better and

more quickly under a constitutional monarchy.
The London Standard (28 October 1911) expressed the fear

that a republic would mean the disintegration of China, for

the reformers were but a small minority and were politically

divided. According to the London Standard. the reformers

could be placed into three groups« the republicans headed

by Sun, the "constitutional monarchists" headed by Yuan, and

the "constitutional democrats" who worked for provincial
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autonomy. The republicans, it felt, were asking for too much

change. The most logical step to take was for the other two

reform groups to compromise and form a constitutional monarchy

that would act within a federal system.

The Morning Post (27 October 1911), in commenting on the

possibility of a Chinese republic, stated that* "The thing

is inconceivable, but the very suggestion shows to what peril

of anarchy the Far East must be exposed when the Dragon Throne

stands empty." It felt that the republicans represented only

the educated, younger generation, v/hile the great majority of

the Chinese people, despite their disenchantment with the

dynasty, still held to their conservative philosophy. It did

not see why the work of reform could not be carried to a

successful conclusion without a great internal upheaval, such

as the explusion of the dynasty would involve. For "it is

hard to believe that a people usually so level-headed and prac-

tical as the Chinese will risk all for the privilege of having

a President instead of an Emperor at Peking." The newspaper

stated, on 2? December 1911, that a republic could well lead

to disintegration, and at the very least would mean the breaking

away of some of China's outlying provinces, such as Mongolia,

An ironic note in the Morning Post's (28Manchuria, and Tibet.

October 1911) discussion was its remark that it would make only

one prediction and that was "whether or not the revolution

succeeds, China will not be a Republic."

abdicated, the Morning Post (13 February 1912) stated that

But after the Manchus
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perhaps the Chinese genius for concerted action and their large

measure of local self-government might enable them to make the

republic a success.

Most of the British press that opposed a republic did so,

not because it favored one form of government over another,

but simply because it believed the republican form of government

was unsuited for China. As The Times (8 January 1912) put iti

"Were we of the opinion that a Republic would be more likely

than a Monarchy to give China a moderately good Government, we

should welcome her immediate adoption of Republican insti-

tutions." It stated, on 14 October 1911, that reform, at least

in the realm of governmental structure, had been moving too

quickly even before the revolution began. Chirol believed that

a very slow process of change from absolutism to a constitu-

tional monarchy was of paramount importance if reform in other

areas was to prove permanent. The newspaper went on to say,

on 14 November 1911, that the Chinese were not educated for a

sudden change to republicanism, but if a republic had to come,

it felt that it would be wise to retain the emperor as a

figurehead in order to hold on to some semblance of monarchical

authority. For without this authority, the strength of local

provincial movements might tear the country apart. The Times

(2 January 1912), however, agreed with the republicans that

various dynasties, and especially the Manchus, had gone back

on their promises of reform. But still it believed that the

situation was not so bad that the form of government had to be

radically altered.

I
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The provincial press, as almost always, followed the

general opinion of the London dailies. The Glasgow Herald

(16 October 1911) felt that many republican policies, such

as their joint land ownership program, showed that they had

a well developed philosophy. But the deep feeling of provin-

cialism and the general dislike of radical ideas by the people

of northern China could not be easily overcome. What was

needed, the Glasgow Herald (29 November 1911) believed, was a

limited monarchy whose institutions were flexible enough to

draw the support of a great majority of the Chinese people.

The Liverpool Daily Post (22 December 1911) saw dangers in any

change in the form of government that might be instituted. It

believed that the Manchus could not be trusted, but a republic

might mean their extermination. In any case, the newspaper

felt that "a very limited monarchy" linked with concessions to

the revolutionaries would be the most welcome settlement. Their

editorial position was supported in a number of interviews with

Britishers who had spent some time in China,

tance were the statements of Gresham Stewart'1' and Colonel Abbot

Anderson,2 who agreed that the republican philosophy was anathema

to traditional Chinese beliefs and would never succeed.

The weekly newspapers were just as overwhelming in their

opposition to a republic as their daily counterparts.

Of special impor-

The

^■Gresham Stewart was a Liberal M. P. from Liverpool, who
lived for twenty-four years in Hong Kong as a businessman.

2
Colonel Abbot Anderson served as the commander of the

British Legation Guard at Peking for four and one-half years.
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Saturday Review (14 October 1911) felt thati "Talk of pro-

claiming a republic in China is, of course, mere moonshine."

It believed that Manchu power had been effectively ended, but

it was unsure as to what should be put in its place,

newspaper stated, on 4 November 1911, that replacing the

Manchus with another dynasty was not the answer, but neither

The

did it believe that a republic would be any better. Such a

form of government clearly ran against Chinese tradition and

held the danger of a military dictatorship. The newspaper

went on to say, on 16 December 1911, that the proclamation of

a republic would lead to the separation from China of every

province north of the Yangtze River. The problem was that

the republicans did not have any leader who was respected

throughout the country. Sun was a Cantonese, and Cantonese

were considered aliens in many areas of China. "So that, to

the foreign onlooker, the maintainence of the Manchu dynasty,

shorn of its objectionable features and under all practicable

safeguards against their resuscitation, seems to emerge as

the most feasible solution." The Saturday Review (13 January

1912) felt that in recent years conditions in China had placed

that country on the verge of anarchy and disintegration{ and

far from helping to mend the situation, a republic might be

the event needed to bring about complete and total destruction.

The Saturday Review (13 January 1912) stated it succinctly in

the following statement! "A Republic in China is a leap in the

dark at best - a Republic against the people's will would be a

leap to perdition."
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Lloyd1 s Weekly News (15 October 1911) reacted nonchalantly,

at first, to the possibility of a Chinese republic,

that a republic would be little different from the present roon-

archy because the only change would be the substitution of a

president for the emperor.

It stated

By 5 November 1911, however, it

began to have serious doubts as to whether the Chinese could

It finally reachedevolve a workable form of self-government,

the conclusion that the republicans ought to give up the "gran-

diose scheme" and settle for a constitutional monarchy,

newspaper (28 January 1912) felt that the revolutionaries had

The

achieved all they were fighting for in October, so now they

ought to settle for a reformed monarchy, as that was far more

than anyone thought politically possible before.

Henry Blake, writing in The Nineteenth Century, stated

that the idea of a republic in China was totally alien to its

Ideally, he felt, a republic could succeed onlyway of life.

where there were settled and law-abiding communities whose

people were both patriotic and democratic.

It was a land where violence was a way of

China did not fit

into this picture,

life with brigands in the countryside and cutthroats in the

cities; while bribery constituted the working system of govern-

ment. Blake believed that a different form of government

could change the situation, but there were still too many

obstacles to be surmounted before a republic could be a success.

^Henry A. Blake served as Governor of Hong Kong (1897-
1903) and published a work entitled China in 1909*
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In particular, he felt that the ancient system in which people

gave little to the government and received the same in return
4

could not be changed overnight,

the idea of a republic.

Blake did not entirely oppose

He merely felt that it was too drastic

The fact that the emperor was such a young child,

however, led Blake to believe that a workable compromise could

The emperor, as the symbol of authority, ought to

remain, but only as a figurehead, while his freely appointed

ministers worked to bring about changes necessary for the ulti-

mate establishment of a truly republican regime.^

a change.

be found.

E. J. Dillon carefully weighed the pros and cons of both

sides of the question before coming to his decision. Ke began

by noting that there v/as a "loud outcry even among China's best

friends abroad against Sun’s obstinacy for a republic." Dillon

continued, however, by saying that:

This criticism doubtless strikes home, but only in a
sense in which it can be asserted that few peoples
anywhere are ripe for that form of government. China
is perhaps as well off in this respect as are most
other countries. ... A Republic postulates a high
degree of collective culture in the community and the
Chinese possess it.0

But Dillon believed that the unity of the provinces had become

very tenuous and any drastic change, such as republicanism,

might well destroy what was left. The revolutionaries had

received "unexpected and adequate concessions," the author felt,

431ake, p. 1106.

5lbid.. p. 1108.

^Dillon, February 1912, p. 2?8.
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and it was now time for the republicans and the Manchus to

reach a compromise. For a land of so many different ethnic

groups, climates, and religions could not possibly flourish

under a republic. Dillon was convinced that the unity of

the nation was mere important than its form of government,

but he lamented the fact that the republicans did not seem

to share this belief. "To be quite frank, I must go farther

and give it as my opinion that China is breaking up, and that

Sun Yat Sen, the Republican in a hurry, has dealt her the

coup de grace.

A. R. Colquhoun, writing in The Fortnightly, essentially

agreed with The Tines* point of view that the situation in

China did not warrant a radical change to republicanism.

Although Colquhoun felt the revolutionaries' attempt to obtain

the drastic reform China needed was admirable, he thought it

was a hopeless task for a group of people who acquired their

ideas on the rights of man from "third-hand sources," namely

Colquhoun believed that despite the claims of

the revolutionaries to the contrary, China was neither a

democratic country nor ready for a republic. The problem,

according to Colquhoun* was thati

Although democratic in a social sense, China is not
democratic in a political one. ... it seems likely
that any attempt to establish a genuinely democratic
system would throw the whole political power into

I

8
the Japanese.

^Dillon, February 1912, p. 279.
8Colquhoun, p. 1039*
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the hands, not of individuals, but of groups. The
power of these groups, such as the secret socities,
the commercial guilds, or the families in certain
districts, would be a
democratic government

Although Colquhoun agreed with the republicans that the idea

of an interim military government was a good idea, he felt

that there was no outstanding military leader who could exer-

cise the degree of control necessary for its success. With

the reforms already undertaken by the Peking government,

Colquhoun believed, in essence, that China "already possesses

the essentials of democratic liberty, she need not be too much

concerned with the label attached to her government.

Both J. 0. P. Bland and Alfred Hippisley could find nothing

good to say about the idea of a republic. Bland believed that

for a revolution to succeed, it must have the support of a

substantial segment of the population. He felt that such was

not the case in China and that a small group of radicals had

gained prominence only because of the government's weakness.

Bland thought that to allow the establishment of a republic by

a small minority of its population could well spell the doom

of China. Bland believed)

the monarchical principle to be inseparable from
the Confucian philosophy, and that the Throne is
the national centre of the Chinese social system
and ancestor worship. To destroy it means the
uprooting of the ethical and moral foundations
of the Chinese race.1!

barrier in the way of a true

..10

^Colquhoun, p. 1041.
10Ibid.. p. 1042.

^Bland, p. 87.
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Hippisley completely agreed with this statement. He felt

that s

A Republic has been strongly advocated by some
hare-brained revolutionists, such as Sun Yat-Sen
himself and others; but it is opposed by every
one who possesses some common sense. ... By
the law<? of the Evolution of Civilization, the
best, therefore, is to have a form of government
one grade higher than the present form - that

to remain a Monarchy, but limited v/ith a
suitable Constitution.1^
is

Bland and Hippisley were less critical of a republic than

their statements seemed to indicate. More than anything else,

they objected to the speed with which change was coming about,

rather than the change itself. There were many arguments used

in the British press in opposing the formation of a republic,

but it appears in retrospect that the abruptness of the change

was, more often than not the largest single factor that deter-

mined opposition. For China was portrayed in the press as the

nation that clung more closely to its traditions than any

other country in the world.

Everyone in the public press had some misgivings about

the possibilities for success of a Chinese republic, but as

the revolution progressed, a few periodicals, such as the Econo-

mist, reached the conclusion that only a republic could keep

China united. The Economist (11 November 1911) stated that

during the first weeks of the revolution

tute for the Manchu dynasty "as the future nucleus and symbol

of the unity of a renovated Chinese Empire;" for it believed

there was no substi-

^Hippisley, p. 11.
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that the throne was the symbolic bond that held together all

the diverse provinces of China. However, with the massacre of

Chinese civilians at Nanking by Imperial troops and the lack

of support for the dynasty in most areas of the country the

Economist (18 November 1911) became convinced that the Manchus

could no longer serve as a unifying factor. From this time on

it believed that the formation of a republic was the only

solution to bring about a lasting peace. In fact, the spread

of modern education throughout China and the successful working

of the provincial assemblies led the newspaper (30 December

1911) to the conclusion that a republican form of government

would have a good basis from which to begin. Especially

hopeful in this respect was the experience in association

and organization gained in the guild system. The Economist

(20 January 1912) entertained the belief that these embryonic

beginnings could well usher in an age of both social and polit-

ical democracy for China.

The Guardian (14 October 1911) was not as optimistic,

however, as it felt that less than a majority of the reformers

were for a republic. There were enormous practical difficulties

for a republic to overcome as well. Especially vexing, the

Guardian (21 November 1911) believed, were the four million

Manchus residing throughout China who could never be adjusted

to a republic. Thus it was convinced that there was "more

sense" in the alternative suggestion of a constitutional mon-

archy, for the complete destruction of a dynasty over 250
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years old would breed anarchy, at worst, and great confusion,

The Guardian (1 December 1911) also felt that there

was a basic contradiction between republicanism and the growing

movement for provincial autonomy; as more "enlightened rule"

at best.

would mean a stronger and more centralized government at Peking

to meet the pressing needs for reform. The question then was

whether the people would be willing to tolerate a government

that interfered more in their lives or be content to follow

along if the central government protected their rights better

Another source of danger was the

republican suggestion calling for an interim military govern-

That was all well and good the newspaper believed, "but

if the military government is reluctant to lay down its powers,

The Guardian (21 November 1911) was far from con-

both at home and abroad.

ment.

what then?"

vinced, however, that the establishment of a republic would be

a disaster, as there were a number of factors that favored

It believed, most importantly, that anysuch a government.

people steeped in the Confucian idea, that "virtue is the only

just title to power," had to be democratic, and to that degree

The long struggle for provincial auton-ready for a republic,

oray served to strengthen this belief, as the Chinese people

The Guardian (1 Decemberseemed determined to rule themselves.

1911), in fact, felt confident that a federal republic would do

much to alleviate the basic contradiction between that form of

government and "home rule."

The Nation (21 October 1911), representative of most of

the public press, believed that a republic was too abstract an
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idea for a nation so long accustomed to despotic rule,

convinced that change would come regardless of what form of

government was instituted, although it feared that a republic

would, in the end, bring about a military dictatorship.

Nation (18 November 1911) believed that Yuan's proposal for a

constitutional monarchy was the best feasible solution.

"Yuan is not a man of ideas, and probably he perceives how

useful a puppet Emperor, the head of the ancestor cult, would

be as a cement for the several provinces in normal times."

Yet as the revolution wore on, the Nation reached the conclusion

It was

The

For

that the growing demand for provincial autonomy could never be

reconciled with the government's long standing centralization

It also felt that hatred of the Manchus ran so deeply

within China that the people would never again accept their

Thus the Nation (1? February 1912) was

forced to admit that a federal republic was perhaps the best

form of government for China, as both the threat of a Manchu

reaction and the resumption of centralization would be ended.

The Spectator (4 November 1911)» like the Nation, believed

at the beginning of the outbreak of the revolution that China

"There is nothing, to begin with,

policy.

rule in whatever form.

was unsuited for a republic,

to lead one to believe that the great bulk of the population is

prepared for such a violent change as the substitution of a

democratic republic for the old monarchy with all its religious

It especially feared that northern China mightassociations."

13break away if the dynasty were completely overthrown.

13»News of the Week," Spectator. 30 December 1911, p. 1137*
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However, by the first of the year these fears had vanished, as

the Spectator (6 January 1912) spoke out almost unequivocally

in favor of a republic. It felt that no compromise could be

reached, because the revolution had gone much too far for the

moderates to check its course. In support of this conclusion,

^he Spectator (20 January 1912) stated thati

the revolutionaries will be able to establish a

strong government, or at any rate one stronger
and sounder than that which they have destroyed.
In one sense this is not a very difficult task,
for nothing could have been worse or weaker than
the Chinese Government during the last five or
six years.

The newspaper reminded its readers that generalizations made

by pessimists concerning the Orientals lack of capacity for

self-government by no means applied to China, Constitutional

republican government was already in existence in the form of

provincial assemblies. This local situation plus the fact

that many of China's ablest leaders were in the revolutionary

camp made the prospects of the republic seem bright indeed.

It felt that the dangers inherent in this form of government

remained, but: "... we should be blind if v/e did not per-

ceive that the enthusiasm, the positiveness, and the confidence

are at present all characteristic of the rebel Republicans and

not of the Imperialists,"

The Westminster Gazette (1? October 1911) believed, that

whether the revolution succeeded or failed, the idea of a

republic was "a righteous cause," Unfortunately, it thought

that China was not yet ready for a republic, because only the
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monarchy could act as the symbol of national unity.

Sun's election in January, however, the Westminster Gazette

(10 January 1912) reached the conclusion that there was no

After

royalist party left to oppose the republican idea,

doubted that, a republic was the best form of government for

China, but the newspaper felt that any government was better

Besides, the political apathy

It still

than "the present anarchy."

of the masses and the decline in ancestor worship would make

A republic was inevitable, itthe change seem less drastic,

concluded on 14 February 1912, becausej

go, so there was nothing left to turn to but a republic."

however, applauded the idea of a repub-

The Daily

"The monarchy had to

A few newspapers

lie on both theoretical and practical grounds.

Chronicle (2 December 1911) was representative. While admitting

that the idea of a republic was unfamiliar to China, it was

confident that the decadence of the monarchy and the capable

revolutionary leaders would convince the people to support it.

The Daily Chronicle (20 January 1912) believed that a monarchy

might well prove to be the best government in the end, "but

who would want to bring back that decrepit and despised form

until a republic has been given a fair chance."

readers not to sell short the adaptability of the Chinese

nation, for a people that managed to have such a quick and

successful revolution could certainly make a republic work.

The Daily Telegraph (18 October 1911) was critical of the

press attacks on the idea of a republic.

It asked its

It felt thati "The
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Chinese are by no means a stupid people, and it has yet to be

proved that they are incapable of governing themselves." The

newspaper was convinced that any objection to a republic would

be greatly lessened if it was in the form of a federal union.

A United States of China was. therefore, the best compromise

possible, and "nothing is more probable than that, in the long

run, strange and incredible as the statement would have seemed

a little while ago, this system will become the established

form of government." It admitted that Chinese republicanism,

at least for the present, was more of a doctrine of destruction

than one of construction. And although expressing its doubts

as to the readiness of the Chinese for such a government, the

Daily Telegraph (13 February 1912) concluded that perhaps "for

more years than we suspect, there has been proceeding throughout

the various provinces ... a subtle fermentation of mind,

temper, and ideals, slowly preparatory of and leading up to the

decisive event."

Some 3ritish publications favored a republic simply on the

grounds that it was the best form of government for China. J.

Ellis Barker, writing in The Fortnightly. adhered to this

position. He stated thati

China has had about twenty dynasties, which have
been introduced by as many revolutions, but China
has remained unreformed. A change of dynasty is
therefore no longer considered a remedy for China's
ills.14

Barker felt that Confucianism was not to blame for lack of

l4Barker, p. 782.
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reform. He believed, in fact, that Confucianism was the most

democratic doctrine in the world, for it condemned all the

abuses that existed in China, such as favoritism, incompetent

officials, and governmental absolutism. Barker was convinced

that the Manchus had subverted this doctrine in over two and

one half centuries of rule and that only a republic could

bring it back into operation,

friend of Sun, shared many of Barker's opinions. He believed

that there was no doubt that a republic would be a success.

One reason, according to Cantile, was that the Chinese were

the most educated people in the world. But what would ensure

the republic's success, Cantile felt, was the new support from

both the rich and the scholarly community.

Arthur Diosy, writing in The Contemporary Review, provided

the most detailed defense in the public press of the republican

position. Diosy was convinced thati "In the triumph of the

Radical Reformers lies the only hope of a thorough cleansing of

the system that blights the life of the Chinese nation,

arguments that China must have a dynasty no longer applied, and

15 Dr. James Cantile, a close

16

a? The

he attempted to prove this point by comparing the Chinese throne

The emperor in Japan was personally admiredwith that of Japan,

and very popular, while the I-Ianchus evoked little feeling other

^Barker, p. 782.

Our London Correspondence - Prospects of the Chinese
Republic," Guardian. 14 February 1912, p. 6.

^•?Diosy, p. 704.

16«
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than hatred. Most importantly, Di<5sy felt, was the fact that

Japan had experienced only one dynasty, while China had had

Did'sy believed that the loyalty to the Manchu emperor

had been replaced in recent years by a consciousness of national

solidarity and a strong sense of patriotism. But although the

revolution was a national movement with adherents in every

class, DijTsy still felt that there were great ethnic, social,

and economic differences for a republic to overcome. Only a

federal form of government could succeed. But what chances

were there that a republic would be accepted by the Chinese

people? Di6sy was confident that the Chinese would accept any

form of government that would make an honest attempt to try to

solve the country’s problems. Besides, the gentry, the mercan-

tile community, and the scholars, who supported the idea of a

republic, were the only people that counted in politics, as the

masses had enough problems just staying alive. In conclusion,

Diosy felt that the great ability the Chinese had shown in

managing their affairs on the local level was the best example

of not only why a republic would work, but why it should work.

DiJfsy admitted that China was a country deeply rooted in its

way of life, but he refused to concede that the people were so

conservative in their traditions that they could not change

with the times.

many.

19

1 Pi0No dynasty had ever ruled China for much more than 300
years. The Manchus had been on the throne for 268 years
(1644-1912).

■^Ditfsy, p. 708.
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The British press at the beginning of the revolution was

virtually united in agreement that China was not ready for a

republic. But as the revolution showed signs of increasing

strength, some of the press began to feel that perhaps a republic

could garner the necessary support it needed in order to succeeds

Newspapers such as the Guardian and the Economist still harbored

doubts about a republic, though they felt that the strength of

the radicals had been misjudged, and a republic might well prove

to be a feasible alternative. Liberal newspapers such as the

Daily Chronicle defended the idea of a republic from the begin-

ning, but they were but a small minority. Most of the British

press still remained adamant in their opposition, and no argument

could convince them otherwise. But their objections would soon

prove to be academic, as the revolution was drawing to a success-

ful close and bringing into being a republic.



CHAPTER VI

FROM DR. SUN YAT-SEN'S ELECTION TO THE MANCHU

ABDICATION (JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1912)
/

The peace negotiations, as previously mentioned, began at

Shanghai on December 18.^ Although these public talks proved

to be fruitless, a secret agreement was reached on December 20

which provided for the abdication of the dynasty. The election

of Sun as provisional president, the attempted assassination of

Yuan, and the demands of the republican assembly meeting at

Nanking, all served to postpone the abdication until February.2

The British press was completely unaware of the private peace

accord, thus its reaction to the events which followed the

opening of the Shanghai Conference was effected, to a large

degree, by its ignorance of the actual situation.^
This led many newspapers to feel that the controversy over

the idea of a Chinese national convention was very crucial to a

final settlement, while in reality it was meaningless. The

Manchus, in late December 1911# agreed to the formation of a

national convention to decide the future form of government for

China. Public negotiations reached an impasse, since no accord

^The events transpiring between the opening of the peace
negotiations and the election of Sun as provisional president
were briefly alluded to in Chapter 3*

2Liang, pp. 33-38*

3ln fact, the Nation (23 December 1911) was the only
British newspaper that even hinted at the possibility of
secret negotiations.
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could be reached as to how the delegates should be chosen. The

government wanted them to be elected by the provincial assemblies

throughout the empire, while the republicans felt that this

operation would take too long to carry out. Instead, they

suggested that the government send representatives from the

provinces still under their control to join with the republican

assembly meeting at Nanking.

The press believed that this issue, and not the election

of Sun or the attempted bombing of Yuan, was preventing a quick

settlement of the civil war. Newspaper opinion was evenly

divided over this question. Those that supported the repub-

licans used the argument that the government's plan would take

too long to implement. The Glasgow Herald (28 December 1911),

for example, believed that it would be at least a year before

such a convention could meet, while the armistice between the

two sides was much too tenuous to last for such a long period

of time. The London Standard (30 December 1911) felt, in

fact, that since the revolutionaries so "obviously" controlled

the situation, they should decide the fate of the monarchy.

The Spectator (6 January 1912) was more representative of

British opinion when it stated that the Inanchu agreement to

abide by the decision of a convention meant that they were

prepared to abdicate. The decision of any Chinese convention,

it felt, would be to overthrow the dynasty, so the intransigence

4

^"The Chinese National Convention," The Times (London),
29 December 1911, p. 5*
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of the government on this issue was only delaying the inevi-

table. The Spectator believed that the government should give

in on this point, for saving China from civil war was more

important than the Manchus saving face.

The section of the press that supported the government's

policy agreed with the Spectator that the dynasty was doomed.-*
But newspapers such as the Economist (30 December 1911) felt

that the speed with which the revolutionaries were demanding a

settlement would cause irregularities in the choosing of addit-

ional delegates and thus would jeopardize the finality of the

settlement. The Times (2 January 1912) added that, whether or

not one supported a republic, the Nanking Assembly, which was

picked by the military leaders of the revolution, could in no

way be considered representative of the entire Chinese nation.

The Guardian (4 January 1912) was in complete agreement with

this assessment, for it believed that the northern provinces

would break away from China, if they were not convinced that

the convention had been fairly chosen.^
The debate over this issue was soon ended, however, by

the report from George Morrison that the abdication of the

dynasty was imminent. Morrison stated on January 16, that

the Manchus would soon abdicate and, at the same time, legalize

^"Monarchy or Republic in China," The Times (London), 29
December 1911, p. 4j "The Great Debate in Peking," Guardian.
30 January 1912, p. 6.

^The issue itself was not settled, as a convention was
still needed to draw up a constitution for the new republic.
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the transformation of the government by proclaiming a republic.?
Jerome Ch’en described this report, and rightly so, as "the

But there was more to it than that, how-

ever, as Morrison's biographer, Cyril Pearl, stated quite

plainly that the idea of the Manchus proclaiming a republic

came from Morrison himself.^ Although Pearl did not carry the

matter further, Morrison's appointment, some months later, as

one of Yuan's chief political advisers seems to show that he

had access to more information than any other foreigner in

China. If this was true, then Morrison must have known that

secret negotiations were taking place, something which he never

alluded to in his telegrams.

In any case, the publication of Morrison's account cer-

tainly enlivened the discussion in the press as to who should

be the first president of the Chinese Republic. Actually, this

was nothing new, as some newspapers had speculated on the

question ever since the idea of a republic had been given

serious consideration. Those who favored Sun for president

.18
scoop of the year.

were, with little exception, the same newspapers that supported

Much of Sun's popularity was undoubtedly due toa republic.

his adherence to Christianity and Western philosophy, in

As the Spectator (6 January 1912) put iti "Nogeneral.

?George Morrison, "Last Days of the Manchu Dynasty,"
(London), 16 January 1912, p. 8.The Times

8Ch'en, p. 128.

^Cyril Pearl, Morrison of Peking (London, 1967), p. 236.
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Englishman would hesitate between him and the great opportunist

Yuan Shih-kai, who is an enlightened Oriental, but still an

While Arthur Diosy was convinced that only a 'Western

educated man like Sun could end the corruption that had become

a way of life in China.

Some newspapers did not support Sun so much as they

opposed Yuan.

China could prosper just as well without the presence of Yuan,

for "the belief that any one man is indispensable in a given

crisis is usually either the product of that exaggerated sense

of the picturesque which has generated the 'great man theory'

of history, or else is due to imperfect knowledge of the

E. J. Dillon believed that, despite his ability

as a clever politician and a resourceful administrator, Yuan

did not have the principles to be the "great and patriotic

statesman" China needed.

The Horning Post (15 January 1912), on the other hand,

It concluded thati

Oriental."

The Economist (24 February 1912) felt that

situation."

11

supported Yuan for president.

To hand over the control of affairs to the inex-
perienced doctrinaires . . . would be simply mad-
ness.

dealing with the difficult and perilous situation
and of evolving a firm and stable government out
of the present confusion.

"the doming Post believed that only Yuan could obtain

the foreign financial support that China so desperately needed.

Yuan is probably the only man capable of

Besides

•^Diosy, p. 236.

Dillon, December 1911, p. 878.11
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The Tines (16 January 1912) felt that Yuan's experience,

statesmanship, and control of the army made his choice inevi-

table; while the Guardian (17 January 1912) thought that Yuan

should be elected, because his popularity and influence extended

farther throughout China than that of any other man.

It appeared, by the end of January 1912, that the repub-

licans would elect Yuan as the new provisional president, but

the Nanking Assembly put further roadblocks in the way of a

final settlement. It demanded that before it would elect Yuan

as president, it would have to have recognition by the foreign

powers as the legitimate government of China,

nition was not forthcoming, and the demand was dropped by the

republicans, at least for the time being.^
The effects of the upheaval in China on British trade and

finance was still a matter of small concern for the press.

For, amazingly enough, Chinese bonds on the English market

But after the first of the year,

according to the Nation (6 January 1912), the continuation of

the struggle began to act as a deterrent to prospective buyers.

This drop in the demand of Chinese bonds was followed by the

decline of the entire market during the Mongolian controversy.

But such recog-

13remained very steady.

14

12Liang, p. 38.

^George Morrison, "The Chinese Rebellion," The Times
(London), 27 December 1911, p. 3»

14Lucellum, "The Week in the City," Nation. 13 January
1912, p. 638.
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The Economist (10 February 1912) reported just before the

abdication, however, that the market was once again on the

upswing, while the Nation (2 March 1912) informed its readers

one month later that Chinese bonds had recorded "substantial

gains." Thus, overall, there was little concern shown in the

press over the effect of the revolution on the financial

markets, simply because the events that took place in China

did not bring on a general and long lasting decline in the

price of securities.

There was even less anxiety shown in the press over the

cotton trade, for as The Times (22 January 1912) reported,

cotton exports to China actually increased in 1911 to an all

time high. Trade with China was, of course, limited during

the last three months of the year, but this was more than

offset by the "huge increases" in both the import of raw cotton

from and the export of finished cotton goods to the United

States. In fact, The Times (8 December 1911) reported that

the cotton trade in November, which was the month when the

greatest dislocations in trade with China occurred, increased

by 16.1$ over the same period in 1910.

There was controversy over the effect of the government's

policy of neutrality on British trade. In early December, this

question was raised in Parliament by Colonel Allen Bathurst,
M. P. from Gloucestershire. Bathurst protested the fact that

British officials were preventing their nationals from selling

military supplies to either side in the civil war. Percy
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Illingsworth, M. P. from the Shipley Division of York, answered

for the government by saying that officials were ’’confined to

calling the attention of British subjects to the Orders in

Council of 1904, by which British subjects are forbidden to

assist in any way in the carrying on of war. insurrection, or

rebellion against the Government of China." Illingsworth

promised a report on the matter from the ambassador to China,

Sir John Jordan, but nothing more was ever said in Commons

It appeared, however, that officials15about the problem,

did more than just inform British merchants of the Orders in

Council. A British resident at Tientsin described the situ¬

ation, as he saw it, in a letter that appeared in the Daily

Telegraph of 31 January 1912. Known only as "A Briton," he

stated that foreign competitors were receiving large discounts

in haulage rates on the government railroads, while British

merchants were prohibited from engaging in trade. In fact,

Britons were being discriminated against by their own repre-

sentatives and government in China. He wrotei

Sympathisers with Yuan-Shi-Kai's Monarchical idea,
who" subscribed even a modest £10 to the Patriotic
Fund, have been unofficially threatened by officials
of the British Legation with deportation and other
penalities, and in the meantime Britons are com-
pelled to sit idly by and watch our Continential
competitors reaping a rich harvest which we are pro-
hibited from sharing.16

^Great Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates (House
of Commons), 5"^ ser., Vol. 32, (13-24 November 1911)» no.
1882-3.

-^A Briton, "Doctrine of Neutrality," Daily Telegraph.
31 January 1912, p. 13*
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There was no adverse reaction in the press to the discrim-

ination which this letter described, perhaps because the great

majority of British newspapers were still adamant in their

demands that all foreign powers must remain completely neutral

in this struggle. A growing and very vocal minority, however,

demanded the end to foreign neutrality. J. 0. P. Bland stated

that i

Everything points to the certainty of civil war and
brigandage, on a scale similiar to that of the Tai-
ping and the Mahomedan rebellions, unless the Powers
realise that it is neither human nor wise to allow
these children to play with fire in the house of
humanity.1?

The Daily Telegraph (10 February 1912) was not so overbearing

in its assessment of the situation. It felt that in view of

the remaining differences between the Peking government and

the revolutionaries, it was time for Great Britain to declare

By doing so, the Daily

Telegraph believed that the "fanatics" at Nanking could be

brought to their senses, and Yuan could receive "just that

friendly support to which he is surely entitled, in view of the

remarkable manner in which he has prevented the breakup of China."

If a large number of newspapers still opposed the views

expressed in the Daily Telegraph, they were all united in agree-

ment that intervention would be inevitable unless the warring
1 ft

factions quickly settled their differences.

itself definitely in favor of Yuan.

The Economist (16

l?Bland, p. 79*

18"News of the Week," Spectator. 13 January 1912, p. 4lj
"Possibilities in China," Morning Post. 22 January 1912, p. 6;
"The Crisis in China," The Review of Reviews. XLV (February
1912), p. 121.
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December 1911) believed that, in the case of foreign inter-

vention, Japan would be the first to act.

cannot afford to lose the best market for her manufactured

For "Japan . .

goods, or even to face a serious decline of traffic on the

railways in Manchuria, and the spread of the Chinese revolution

might set up trouble in Formosa and Korea." The only hope the

Economist (20 January 1912) offered was the belief that the

British alliance might act as a restraining influence on Japan.

E. J. Dillon felt that, at the very least, Japan would act to

consolidate its position in southern Manchuria; for the obvious

disenchantment there with the coming abdication of the dynasty

would give Japan a great opportunity to separate that province

from the rest of China. 19

The distinct possibility of unilateral Japanese inter-

vention in China led the United States, acting in close con-

sultation with Germany, to make a restatement of its "Open

Door" policy in early February 1912.

continued maintenance of foreign neutrality, but if that should

prove impossible, intervention must be undertaken jointly by

The British press, on the

whole, reacted favorably to the American note, although some

newspapers were wary of the role Germany played in the matter.^

The note called for the

all the foreign powers concerned.

■*-9"The Great Debate in Peking," Guardian. 30 January
1912, p. 6; Dillon, February 1912, pp. 279-280.

20Reid, pp. 288-290.

The Integrity of China," Morning: Post. 9 February 1912,
p. 7; "The Future of China," Morning Post, 10 February 1912,
p. 9? "China Transformed," Economist. 10 February 1912, p. 288.

21,.
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The Morning; Post (9 February 1912) believed that the note was

aimed not only at Japan, but at all of the powers that made

up the Triple Entente as well. It was very unfortunate, the

Morning; Post felt, that the United States should think that

Britain would act in a manner which was so opposed to its long

standing policy of neutrality. The Times (9 February 1912)

and the Economist (10 February 1912) agreed with this view

completely, although they felt that this restatement of American

policy helped to lessen the danger of Japanese intervention.

Attention was soon turned away from the foreign powers

and focused upon Peking, for on February 12, the Manchu dynasty

gave up the Chinese throne. The abdication of the Manchus

came, of course, as no surprise to the British press. Many

newspapers had for months felt that such a move would be both

inevitable arid in the best interests of the future peace of

China. As early as October 26, a missionary wrote to the

Glasgow Herald favoring the overthrow of the Manchus, as it

"would be a great boon to Christianity." He was not alone

in his feeling that the Manchus would be forced from the throne,

for newspapers such as the Guardian (8 November 1911) felt that
the dynasty would not survive this revolution, as it had so

But these opinions were in the minority, asmany in the past,

it was not until January that most British newspapers saw the

From that time, the press,Manchus cause as being hopeless,

no matter what their view on other issues were, agreed that in
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the interests of peace the Manchus had to go.22
seemed to rush the inevitable somewhat by proclaiming on

January 20 that "the abdication . . . has in fact taken place.

Unless, then, some unforeseen event occurs, a Chinese Republic

will have been proclaimed by the time these pages are in our

reader's hands."

The Spectator

An "unforeseen event" occurred, however, as some recal-

citrant Manchu princes had some second thoughts about the

The Guardian (30 January 1912) felt it was

understandable that the dynasty did not want to give up after

such a poor showing, but "they should recognise that the game

It appears that these princes had united

whole matter.

is played out."

under the leadership of Tieh-liang, a Mongolian general who

had gained prominence during the Boxer Rebellion,

to say, the British press did not have a high opinion of Tieh.

This feeling was exemplified by the Guardian's (25 January

1912) statement that "he has no good qualities."

had little trouble in putting down Tieh and his supporters

for, as the Guardian (30 January 1912) concluded, the process

leading to abdication had, by this time, gone much too far to

be reversed.

Needless

But Yuan

The Empress Dowager Lung Yu promulgated, on 12 February

1912, the decree that declared the end of the Manchu dynasty

22,,Outlook in China," Glasgow Herald. 5 January 1912, p.
7; "Affairs in China," Morning Lost. 15 January 1912, p. 6;
"The Coming Republic," London Standard. 13 January 1912, p. 6.
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and the beginning of the Chinese Republic. The reaction of

various British newspapers to the news was remarkably similar,

and words such as tremendous, wonderful, and unbelievable were

overused during the week following the abdication. A typical

example of press reaction was that shown in the Nation (1?

February 1912). It believed the Manchus had gone the way of

every "parasitic group" that could not change with the times.

The Manchus had received generous terms in the settlement,

simply because they were so out of touch with the twentieth

century that it was impossible for them to pose any future

danger to the new government. The Nation concluded by saying

that! "At the cost of a dole of dollars to the Court and a

promise of rice to the Bannerman, the Republic has made its

peace with the past." But what of the future?

The most optimistic prediction in the press was for

China's future economic growth and prosperity in the areas of

finance and trade. China's use of its industrial potential,

the exploitation of its natural resources, and a speedy revival

and growth of commercial activity were all looked forward to

with some expectation.2^ But if China were to prosper under

the republic, it had to have a strong government to deal with

the financial, social, and legislative reforms that were needed.

The Guardian (17 February 1912) felt that the greatest internal

23"Notes of the Day," 'Westminster Gazette. 29 December
1911, p. 2; "China As A Republic," Daily Mail. 22 January
1912, p. 65 "The New Republic of China," Economist. 24
February 1912, p. 408.
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obstacle to this was the continued animosity between northern

and southern China, but recent events led to the speculation

that this problem was well on the way to solution,

believed that the settlement reached between Yuan and Sun over

the abdication showed that "China has men with the foresight and

unselfishness necessary to carry through the difficult period of

transistion on which she has now entered."

The Spectator (1? February 1912) believed that another

problem that might arise was the specter of the yellow peril.

The republicans had called for universal military training, and

the newspaper feared that neighboring foreign nations would

feel that China was bent on conquest,

press believed that China had aggressive designs, but one thing

was certain, the new China would defend its rights much more

fiercely than the old refine ever did.

/

The Guardian

No one in the British

The Spectator, in fact,

believed that

the best thing for the peace of the world will
be that China should be a strong man armed. . . .

for a weak China would be a temptation to every
nation in the world which has a taste for illicit
annexation.

The nation mentioned most often in this regard was Japan.

Valentine Chirol, writing in The Quarterly Review, sympathized

with Japan's position,

of a civil war had crippled Japanese commerce there, which was

On the other hand, a regenerated China would

threaten Japan's ascendancy in the Far East,

thought, that Japanese policy had been so inconsistent during

A weak and divided China in the midst

no small matter.

No wonder, Chirol
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Economist (24 February 1912) believed that Japan would use the

first opportunity available as an excuse for intervention,

Dillon agreed with this view and felt that, at the very least,

Japan would strengthen its position in Manchuria, Japan would

gain complete control of the province, Dillon believed, but not

by annexation, for the uproar caused by Austria’s action over

Bosnia showed him that such a move was a thing of the past.

The danger of foreign intervention certainly remained a

distinct possibility. The Nation (3 February 1912) undoubtedly

was thinking along these same lines, as it reflected on what

the future role of Britain should be in the new republic. It

felt that "the greatest of all contributions which we /Great

Britain/ could make to the world's peace . . . would be a firm

insistence, in the letter and in the spirit, on the integrity

of this vast territory and the independence of this awakening

race." British policy in this matter -would be a heavy respon-

sibility, the Nation believed, but it was too important not to

undertake.

the revolution.

!

25

The British press had reported the events of the revolution

and had speculated on China's future,

fraught with perilous danger, but not without hope,

nation that could banish its old order in so short a time and

It found that future

For a

24Valentine Chirol, "The Chinese Revolution," The Quarterly
Review. CCXVI (April 1912), pp. 552-3.

^Dillon, March 1912, p. 432.
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at such a small cost had to have the seed of the future great-

ness within it.2^

26This feeling was best exemplified by the Daily Telegraph.
"Chinese Rebels," Daily Telegraph. 28 December 1911, p. 9.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The opinions of British journals on the Chinese Revolution

were diverse.

Hippisley and J. 0. P. Bland.^
on internal affairs in China, and both had remarkably much the

The most pessimistic outlook came from Alfred

Both men centered their views

Since Bland was the better known of the two, his
2

views should be considered first.

same to say.

Bland was an experienced

observer, having lived in China for twenty-seven years (1883-

1910). He believed that China was in great need of reform,

but he refused to admit that the uprooting or overthrow of the

entire monarchical system would help. Rather, the fact that

revolutionaries were but a small minority and the ruling dyn-

asty was the basis of the entire ethical and moral foundation

of Chinese society led Bland to the conclusion that the over-

throw of the monarchy would lead to decades of chaos and con-

fusion. He was, needless to say, right in his assessment of

the situation. But he was so overbearing in his attitude

towards the Chinese, for instance in his remark about not

allowing "these children" to play with fire, that it was

^■Hippisley's speech was reproduced in pamphlet form by
the Royal Central Asian Society, and for the purpose of this
paper it will be considered as a journal article.

2
With the exception of George Morrison, J. 0. P. Bland

was the only British journalist of the time whose views have
received much attention in recently published works,
example, Bland is mentioned in Peter Lowe, Great Britain and
Japan. 1911-191o (New York, 1969), p. 330 and Ch'en, p. 124.

For
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sometimes difficult to give credence to very much that he said.

It would be unfortunate, however, if Bland's views were to be

dismissed entirely, for, despite his prejudices towards the

Chinese, his knowledge of the deep aversion the Chinese had

for change enabled him to point out the dangers of a complete

transformation of government.

Henry Blake, writing in The Nineteenth Century, and

Archibald Colquhoun, writing in The Fortnightly, agreed with

Bland that the changes favored by revolutionaries were too

alien to Chinese tradition. But unlike Bland, Blake and

Colquhoun believed that change could and would come to China.

They opposed the rate of speed of the change, rather than the

change itself. Their views on the idea of a republic reflected

this sentiment. Colquhoun urged the acceptance of a constitu-

tional monarchy, because he believed that it would be a republic

in all but name and that such a compromise would act to concil-

iate all except the extremists on both sides of the political

spectrum. Blake felt that China was not yet ready for a repub-

lie, but a constitutional monarchy with a figurehead emperor

would allow the government to undertake the reforms necessary

for the eventual establishment of a republic. Both men, however,

were pessimistic as to the possibility of such an orderly trans-

ition, for Chinese views on the future government always appeared

to be in conflict.

J. Ellis Barker, writing in The Fortnightly, and Arthur

Di6sy, writing in The Contemporary Review, both believed that

/
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radical change was the best solution to China’s problems.

Barker felt that only revolutionaries could make China strong.

The retention of the Manchus was out of the question, while a

new dynasty would change nothing. Diosy thought that the demo-

cratic society China had always enjoyed under Confucianism was

but a short step from political democracy. They both believed

that the revolution was caused by envy of Japan's recent rise

to power and China's inability to follow suit. With the monar-

chy discredited in the eyes of the people, only a republic

could begin to solve China's needs.

The journalists writing in The Review of Reviews covered

much the same points in their monthly articles. They had a

high opinion of Sun Yat-sen, because they believed that China

needed a man of Western learning as its new leader. After

/

January 1912 this journal centered its attention on the foreign

In particular, it feared that a clash might occur

between Britain and Japan.

powers.

The Review of Reviews felt that

Britain must do all in its power to placate its ally. This

included giving in to Japan on all points, for Britain's inter-

ests in a regenerated China were small in comparison with the

need of having a close and strong ally in Asia.

Valentine Chirol, writing in The Quarterly Review, essen-

tially agreed with this view. He felt that Japan's policy in

the revolution was contradictoryi it helped one side then the

other. This showed that Japan could not decide whether it

wanted a good market for trade or a strong, regenerated China.
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Chirol believed that Japan should be

praised for having the great courage not to intervene when

such a welcomed opportunity developed.

It could not have both.

i

Thus, it was apparent

to Chirol that Japan, rather than seeking to expand, was only

acting to maintain the status quo in China.

Most articles that discussed the external repercussions

of the revolution dealt with Mongolia. The only opposition

to Russia’s policy in this matter came from Sir Sidney Low in

his article for The Fortnightly. Low feared that the Mongolian

episode would set off the complete partition of all of China.

The Edinburgh Review, on the other hand, believed that Russia

was acting only to maintain the status quo. It was protecting

a small, but important, market that the Chinese were attempting

to take away. Cecil Battine, writing in The Fortnightly, sup-

ported Russia's position because of that country's importance

to the Triple Entente. In any case, Battine felt that Russian

dominance over Mongolia could in no way endanger Britain's

position in Asia. He felt that if Britain were to have Russia's

support in Europe, it must stop opposing Russian expansion where

it did not directly effect British interests.

E. J. Dillon, writing a series of articles on foreign

affairs for The Contemporary Review, had little to say about

Mongolia. He was mainly concerned over the possible effects

of the revolution on Manchuria, which he called "the Poland of

the Far East." Dillon was convinced that Japan would act to

consolidate its hold there, and he confidently predicted that
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control of Manchuria would be a source of future conflict be-

tween Japan and China. He also devoted a great deal of space

to a discussion of the internal results of the revolution.

Dillon believed that the impotence of the old regime in meeting

the demands of foreign governments was responsible for much of

the unrest. He was at his best in discussing the idea of a

republic, and he gave a detailed summation of both sides of

the issue. Even though Dillon felt that China was not ready

for a republic, he admitted that the revolutionaries had many

points in their favor.

It is possible to divide the writers already discussed,

with the exception of Dillon, into two categories« those that

commented mainly on the internal effects of the revolution and

those that commented on the external effects. Bland, Hippisley,

Barker, Diosy, Blake, and Colquhoun all argued their positions

on the internal consequences quite well. Of the writers on the

subject, Bland and Hippisley were the most experienced in

Chinese affairs, but they overstated their case as to the

inability of the Chinese people to change; while Barker and

Ditfsy saw China on the verge of becoming a Western nation,

which it obviously was not. Blake and Colquhoun, however,

provided the most rational discussions of the issue. They

agreed with Bland and Hippisley that tradition still had a

strong hold on the great majority of the Chinese people, but

they also agreed with Barker and Di(5sy that change was coming

and would continue to come. It appeared to Blake and Colquhoun
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that reform must precede a republic rather than vice versa,

Barker and Di6sy advocated.

as

As to the foreign effect of the

revolution, the articles that appeared in 3ritish journals

supported the actions of Japan and Russia on the grounds that

these nations were attempting only to maintain the status quo

The argument used most often in

/

in that part of the world.

their support was Britain's need to maintain close relations

with its allies in the face of continued crises in Europe.

Although this belief was probably right in that world of power

politics, it most certainly begged the moral question of

China's rights as a sovreign nation.

of the revolution in British journals was generally good, but

a glaring weakness of all of these articles was that they

covered only the long-range implications and not specific

The weekly newspapers made up for this deficiency,

however, as they gave equal attention to both.

The weekly newspapers discussed all of the events that

comprised the Chinese Revolution, but each one had a special

interest which it examined more closely than the others.

Lloyd's Weekly News, for example, was personality oriented.

The ability of Chinese leaders such as Sun, Yuan, and Li

were discussed in great detail, and invariably they v/ere

described in bigger-than-life terms,

was part of what can be described as the popular press, that

used scare headlines that described horrendous massacres.

It had no deep understanding of the events that were transpiring

Overall, the discussion

events.

Lloyd's Weekly News
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in China, and its coverage explained only briefly the basic

developments.

The Saturday Review provided deeper inquiries into the

It believed that the Manchus were to blame for theissues.

conditions leading to the revolution, because the dynasty had

done little to alleviate the many problems that China faced.

Although it criticized the Manchus, the Saturday Review was

definitely opposed to a republic. It felt that a republic was

contrary to Chinese tradition and would result in the disinte-

gration of the entire country. The newspaper had little to

say about the Mongolian episode or about the possibility of

foreign intervention in general. It would be difficult to

criticize the Saturday Review for its lack of coverage on these

issues, however, for it was not solely a political newspaper.

Its format included the world of literature and of art. When

understood in this setting, the amount of material it presented

on the revolution was adequate indeed.

The Spectator, like the Saturday Review, concentrated its

attention on the effects of the revolution within China, It

believed that the Manchus were totally to blame for the upheaval,

as the lack of reform had completely alienated the people,

possibility of a republic did not appeal to the newspaper any

But by January 1912, it came to

the conclusion that only a republic could once again unify China.

It did not oppose Russia's action in Mongolia, although it feared

Russian domination in that part of Asia,

The

better than the Manchus did.

The position of the
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newspaper on this issue appeared to be somewhat contradictory,

, for next to The Times, it was the most vociferous opponent in

the press of foreign intervention.

The Nation, on the other hand, did little more than sum

up the weekly events in China. It believed that the weakness

of the Manchus had precipitated the revolt, and although it

supported the idea of a republic, it still had some grave mis-

givings. Probably no newspaper covered in any greater detail

the effects of the revolution on the British stock market. A

column entitled "The Week in the City" invariably mentioned

the influence of the events in China on the market, but in

articles so short that only general trends were covered. The

newspaper had little fear of Japanese action, for it felt that

Japan would not act without Britain's support. This, it thought,

Japan would not receive. It also showed little concern over

Mongolia. But more than anything else, it believed that inter-

vention would come as a result of trade disturbances in central

China.

The Economist strongly disagreed with this view. It felt

that neither Japan nor Russia could be trusted, and that Britain

would do little to deter them from expansion. The newspaper

provided the best coverage of the events in Mongolia. It ran

a series of articles on the commercial situation in the area

and followed that with a ringing condemnation of Russia's actions.

Specific events were tied together by deep discussions of the

more important issues, such as intervention, the republic, and

the causes of the revolution, in an excellent manner.
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The coverage of the revolution by the provincial press was

minimal to say the least.

Post ran only two leading articles during the entire time of

Of course, it should not be expected that such

newspapers would match the coverage of the London press,

the leading newspaper in the industrial Midlands with its strong

concentration in textiles might reasonably be expected to show

some concern on the effects of the revolution on trade.

For example, the Birmingham Weekly

the revolution.

■*- SA V

There

was absolutely no mention of the matter in the newspaper.

The Edinburgh Weekly Scotsman was somewhat better. It ran

eight leading articles on the events in China, but it did little

more than explain the general trend of events. It did condemn

Russian policy in Mongolia, for the newspaper believed, in fact,

that the situation involved the Anglo-Japanese alliance and that

Britain should intervene to stop Russian expansion. The expres-

sion of hostility towards Russia does not seem to follow Oron

Hale’s assertion that the Edinburgh 'Weekly Scotsman was "The

Times of the North," for no other conservative newspaper' denoun-

ced Russia's actions in such a vigorous manner.3
The Liverpool Daily Post centered its attention on the more

important events of the revolution, although its discussion of

these issues was moderate in tone. Only in its opposition to a

republic did it take a definite stand. The newspaper concentrated

3oron J, Hale, Publicity and Diplomacy, with Special
Reference to England and Serrmny. 1690-1914 (New York, 1940),
p. 33 (Hereinafter referred to as Hale).
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its discussion of the revolution on the events in Peking, for it

felt that most important decisions involving China would emanate

Its coverage of the effects of the revolution on

It reported the anxiety of many

Liverpool traders and financiers, hut it felt that the effects

would be minimal.

from there.

trade was better than most.

The Glasgow Herald was by far, in coverage and presentation,

the best provincial newspaper in Britain.

articles on the revolution, which rivaled the coverage of a few

The newspaper’s opinions followed many of

It believed that revolutionaries

It ran thirty-eight

national dailies.

the views of J. 0. P. Bland.

had needlessly started the upheaval and that the idea of a

republic was hardly worth serious consideration. The newspaper

supported Russia's action in Mongolia and it felt that Russia

should receive Britain’s complete support. It was at its best

in the coverage of reaction in Glasgow, as it had many inter-

views with important local leaders who had lived in China, and

of all the newspapers in Britain it showed the deepest concern

for the possible danger to foreign missionaries in the revo-

lutionary area.

Oron Hale has stated that the provincial press devoted

less space to foreign news than the national newspapers and
4

generally followed the lead of the London dailies,

to the Chinese Revolution, both of Hale's assertions were true,

with the Glasgow Herald being the exception. The importance of

In regard

4iHale, p. 30.
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including the provincial press in a study of this nature is to

show British opinion in areas outside of London. It would be

expected that the predominant business in these cities, whether

it was textiles, shipping, or some other concern, would affect

the outlook of the local nespapers. That it failed in this

particular case is not really surprising, for there was little

concern shown in general for the effects the revolution might

have on trade and commerce. Another important point was the

fact that newspapers in important port cities, such as Glasgow

and Liverpool, appeared to be less insulated from foreign

affairs than did their counterparts in inland areas such as

Birmingham.

The London daily newspapers must, of course, hold center

stage in any discussion of British public opinion. However,

many of these newspapers in their coverage of the revolution

did not live up to their high reputations. The Financial Hews

was such an example. It had disappointingly little to say

about the events taking place in China. Other than urging the

resumption of shipping to the revolutionary areas at the end

of October, the newspaper limited itself to printing Reuter's

telegrams that dealt with Chinese trade and commerce.

Somewhat better was the London Standard. It was one of

the few newspapers that was in any way favorable to the Manchus.

The revolution had broken out, it believed, only because the

more radical reformers were dissatisfied with the speed of

It felt that the revolutionarychange, rather than the lack of it.
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party was too small a minority to take over the government,

and for that reason it opposed the idea of a republic. The

newspaper concentrated its attention on the events in Peking

and had little to say about Mongolia, the possibility of foreign

intervention, or the revolution in southern China.

The Daily Mail agreed with the London Standard's assess-

ment of the causes of the revolution, as it believed that

the disagreement in China was only over how reform should

come about. It generally had opinions on all the major issues,

although it concentrated its attention on the reaction of

the foreign powers. The newspaper opposed the idea of inter-

vention from the beginning, but in January 1912 it provided

a most detailed defense of the Russian position in Mongolia.

Again according to Oron Hale, most of the jingoism of the

Daily Mail was directed against Germany.5 The landing of

German troops at Hankow in October 1911, appropriately enough,

evoked just such a response.

A newspaper that saw a conspiracy behind every event in

China was the Daily Chronicle. It believed that the revolution

/

was the beginning of a pan-Asian movement engineered by Japan

and that the Szechuan uprising was merely a decoy for a later

and larger revolt to the east and north,

to be more in its own element when it discussed the foreign

It opposed intervention of any kind, as it feared

that such action would set-off anti-foreign riots throughout

The newspaper seemed

powers.

r-*

-’Hale, p. 27.
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China, as happened in the Boxer Rebellion.

Mongolia, however, had some justification,

unscrupulous method used pointed out the general lack of morality

in international affairs.

Russia’s action in

it felt, but the

The Morning Post was also more concerned with the actions

of the foreign powers, fearing that a prolonged war in China

would necessitate intervention. Russia's action in Mongolia

was defended, because the newspaper believed that the Russians

had legitimate grievances. It felt that since British interests

were not affected, there was no reason to oppose an ally. It

was very critical of 3ritish foreign policy in general, as it

felt that the Foreign Office was unprepared to meet the changing

conditions in that area of the world and would do little to

secure the Indian border. The Morning Post's coverage of the

internal events in China was sparse, but it was certainly not

opinionative. After the promulgation of the Chinese edicts

that declared a constitutional regime at the end of October

1911, the newspaper became convinced that the revolutionaries

could ask for no more in the way of concessions. It agreed

with the insurgents, however, that the Manchus were responsible

for the conditions that brought about the revolution, but it

believed that a republic would only make the situation worse.

It did not oppose change in China oer se. but it feared the

rapid rate of speed of the transformation.
The Westminster Gazette also opposed radical change in

China, but it did not feel that a break with the past would
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cause any insurmonta'ble problem. The newspaper believed that

since the monarchy could no longer serve as a unifying force

in the nation, there was nothing left to do but turn to a

republic. It thought that the Manchus had brought the revo-

lution upon themselves, because they failed to use the reform

movement to strengthen their position. The newspaper had

little to say about the foreign powers other than to announce

its opposition to any kind of intervention. Especially note-

worthy in this context was the almost complete lack of comment

on the Mongolian question. It was very disappointing that the

newspaper known throughout Europe as the "mouthpiece" of Sir

Edward Grey devoted so few articles to the role of the foreign

powers in the revolution.^
The Daily Telegraph, on the other hand, had a great deal

to say about the foreign powers in China. The actions of all

these nations were covered very closely. It did not fear

Japanese intervention in China, because it felt that Japan

could not intervene without the support of other foreign

powers, which would not come unless the situation appreciably

worsened. The newspaper, however, feared Russian intervention,

although it had very little to say about the Mongolian question.

In fact, the Daily Telegraph did not appear to be overly

concerned with the possibility of intervention at all. Although

it is hard to document, one gets the feeling when reading this

^Donald G. Bishop, The Administration of British Foreign
Relations (Syracuse, N. Y., 19ol), pp. 191-2.
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newspaper that it did not believe that action by the foreign

powers could be decisive in such a widespread conflict. It

stated that the powers were probably too divided to take

effective action, and the fear always existed that their

support would go to the wrong side, namely the losers. Its

coverage of the events within China itself was hurt somewhat

by the reporting of the newspaper's correspondents. The

problem was that all too often these reporters were more

interested in stating their own opinions than in reporting

the news, A good example of this was the published telegrams

from the Peking correspondent. Every day for two weeks he

devoted half of his column urging the British occupation of

the Yangtze Valley. This was unfortunate, for the Daily

TeleFranh provided some of the most detailed coverage of any

It ran 116 articles on the revolution,newspaper in Britain,

a number that was surpassed only by The Times.

The Guardian, on the other hand, had no reporters stationed

in Asia, It was dependent for the news of the revolution on

Reuter's news service and the coverage provided by other national

newspapers. The newspaper felt that the revolution had been

brought on by a combination of short and long term causes. It

placed a great deal of the blame on the Manchus, and it believed

that far-reaching reforms had to come if China was again to

reunite. The Guardian had reservations about a republic, but

like the Westminster Gazette. it came to the conclusion that a

republic was the only feasible alternative to Manchu absolutism.
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The Guardian's attitude towards the role of the foreign

powers was most unfavorable, and a great deal of its ire in

this matter was directed towards Russia. David Ayerst stated

that the newspaper opposed anything that Russia was involved

in, and its reaction to the Mongolian question proved .just

What was important in this regard was not its condem-

nation of Russia so much as its questioning of the value of

the entire British alliance system. Ayerst pointed out that

the Guardian opposed both the Japanese alliance and the Triple

Entente, the latter only because it was not a solid and binding

agreement.^ Its criticism of both Russia's actions in Mongolia

and Britain's policy in general probably made for the most

interesting reading at the time.

The Times was believed to be one of the best newspapers in

the world. As Oron Hale remarked: "It had the best foreign

news service of any English journal . . . and the editorial

department was second to none."^ Certainly its coverage of the

Chinese Revolution in no way tarnished this reputation. The

newspaper had correspondents scattered throughout China. The

Times was especially well served by its Peking correspondents

George Morrison. He was probably the best known foreigner in

China at the time. Morrison had lived in China for a long

7that.

^David Ayerst, The Manchester Guardian. Biography of a
Newsoaner (Ithaca, N.Y., 1971). p* 3°9 (Hereinafter referred
to as Ayerst).

Ibid.. p. 371*

^Hale, p. 19*

8
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period, and while he was not the only experienced journalist

there, his sources of information were unrivaled. While other

journalists merely reported the news, as they saw it or heard

it, Morrison was able to interview many Chinese leaders in

Peking. By doing so, he provided The Times' readers with the

inside story of many events.

The commentary on the news by the foreign editor, Valentine

Chirol, was well presented. A leading article on the revolution

ran every four days, unless a particularly important event

occurred in the interim. Chirol usually devoted almost his

entire article of the day to one problem. Every major issue

was presented in great detail, with both sides of the question

generally receiving a fair hearing. This is not to say that

Chirol was reluctant to express his opinion, far from it. He

was especially vociferous in his support for Yuan Shih-k’ai

and his opposition to a republic. But above all, Chirol and

The Times demanded that all the foreign powers concerned remain

completely neutral and let China decide its own destiny. It

must be said that The Tines' position on this issue was commen-

dable, for it never wavered from this stand despite its strong

support for Yuan and a constitutional monarchy.

This thesis has dealt with newspapers on both the liberal

and conservative sides of the political spectrum.^0
paper’s general political, social, and ideological stance and

A news-

•*-°It was very unfortunate that no newspapers representing
the socialist philosophy could be obtained for this paper.
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its general outlook on the Chinese Revolution could differ from

By using three of the major

issues that were discussed most frequently in the press

(Mongolia, the republic, and the causes of the revolt), this

The press was more or less divided
12into two categories as seen below.

time to time - and often it did.

11difference can be shown.

CONSERVATIVE LIBERAL

Daily Mall
Glasgow Herald
London Standard
Morning Post
Saturday Review
The Times

Daily Chronicle
Daily Telegraph
Economist
Guardian
Liverpool Daily Post
Nation
Spectator
Westminster Gazette

The political party division on the Mongolian question was not

quite so apparent. Although four liberal newspapers opposed

Russia's action, the Daily Chronicle. the Daily Telegraph, the

Spectator, and the Westminster Gazette joined with all the

conservative newspapers in justifying Russia's claims. The

party division was more pronounced on the idea of a republic.

Uparty identifications for Conservative, Liberal, and
Independent newspapers came from: David Butler and Jennie
Freeman, British Political Facts. 1900-1960 (New York, i960),
pp.
(Baton Rouge, 1959)» P* 72.

^2The Daily Telegraph was a Unionist newspaper, but its
general ideological stance was Liberal. For the purposes of
this paper it will be placed on the Liberal side. All the
weekly newspapers mentioned were Independent, but all of them
also tended to identify closely with one party or the other.
Those newspapers that are not mentioned have been left out,
because they did not express an opinion on all three of the
issues covered in this discussion.

205-214; John C. Merrill, A Handbook of the Foreign rress
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The strength of support for that form of government would, quite

/ obviously, be less than that for a constitutional monarchy. A

republic, in English thought, represented one of two extremes

while the other Y/as a compromise between a republic and a consti-

tutional monarchy. Nevertheless, every liberal newspaper, with

the exception of the Liverpool Daily Post, supported the idea of

a republic to some degree, while that newspaper and all of the

conservative press remained opposed. The party division was most

apparent over the causes of the revolution. All eight liberal

newspapers believed that the Manchus were almost entirely to

blame for the situation leading up to the revolution. All six

conservative newspapers, on the other hand, felt to varying

degrees that the radical reformers were partially to blame

because of their demands for quick and drastic change.

There was some definite division of opinion along ideo-

logical views, but among all factions of the press the amount

of agreement was more noticeable than the conflict. No one in

the press would deny that China was not in definite need of

reform. Differences arose only as to the degree and direction

these reforms should take. Especially noteworthy in regard to

this harmony was the virtual unanimity expressed in the British

press that no foreign intervention should take place. The

reasons varied from the belief that such intervention would be

a threat to the peace of the world to the feeling that China

should decide its own destiny, but the important thing was that

such agreement existed.
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Every newspaper had its strengths and its weaknesses, but

three in particular stood out in their strengths, The Times,

the Guardian, and the Economist.

/

When taken together, they

provided the most complete coverage of the revolution in both

reporting the events and in giving the opinions on both sides

of the political spectrum. There were many points to criti-

cize, of course, but there were just as many to praise. Let

it suffice to say that the British public was made as well

aware of the vast and complex changes then occurring in China

as any other people in the Western world. Their prejudices

and preconceptions of the Oriental world certainly affected

their judgment, but one could not help but see that the enthu-

siasra and the excitement generated by the dawning of a new era

in China reached around the world to the British Isles.
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